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Abs___c--

Undesir=_ gravitauicrmi effec-__s sudu as cc_;ec-__icn cr ____._._.na.__n

a fluid _can S_Te<LTeS be avcided cr decr-.==_d by _dne use of a c!os_ _n_rher

uniformly rotarm_- ahcut a hcrizonra! axis.

In a previcus study (Rcher-_s, Kcrr_:ald and Fcwlis, 1989) we dena-._zg--ned

t_he spiral crbits of a hea_% _ or bucv-or.c mg_r'_icle in a uniformly ronacirm

fluid. The par-_icles move in c_!es, and spiral in or cun under the ccmbin_

effects of t_he c_ntm-ifugal fcrce and c_nrrifugal bucyanc!. We also fcrmulau-_--i

and solved an cptLmizaticn probi_m for Cue r_nauicn r_-ue of a <J!indrical

reactor rotated abcut its axis and containing distributed par-_ic!es.

This report is concerned with re!a_ studies in several ar=_s.

We have _ded a ccmputer program based cn cur analysis, ccrrec_inq

some minor e-__rcrs, adding a sophis_icated scr_n-_nd-prinr_r graphics

capability and other output options, and ir_rrrving the aut_-Tmaticn.

We have supported t_he design, perfcrmance, and ar_lysis of a series of

experiments with mcncdisperse polys_yrene latex mi .crcspheres in water, to test

the theory and its limitations.

The theory was amply confirmed at high rctaticn rates. But at low

rotation rates (Irpm or less) the assumpticn of uniform solid-bcdy rotation of

the fluid became invalid, and t.here were increasingly strcng secondary motions

driven by variations in the mean fluid density due to variations in the

particle concentration. In these tests the increase in t_he mean fluid density

due to the particles was of order 0.015%.

To a first approximation, these flcw_ are driven by the buoyancy in a

thin cr_t-shaped depleted layer on Cue descer_ side of the rotating

reactor. This buoyancy distribution is balanced by visccsity near the walls,

and by the Coriolis force in the intericr. A full analysis is beyond the

scope of this study.

Secondary flows are likely to be s-_onger for bucyant particles, which

spiral in txmqarris the neutral point near tlne rotation axis under the influence

of their centrifugal buoyancy. This is because the depleted layer is thicker,

and extends all the way arcund the reactor.
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I. I =_ad<_cr_und

The =_----_--w of _ar-_icle or cell sedLr_nra_icn in a fluid _ be

mL-__miz_ by r_tauing Cue fluid ccnrai-.er abcuz a hsrizcnta! _xis. The

ccnrminer i-_seif ne=_ nc< necessarily he _i_T.e_-ric.

The t_=_--_mique has he=_n used for e_x_erime_nzs _nd for materials

pr-_cessing. It is use__l a!cne, and as a pr_-limL_2-_i to micr_ograviW_

_xperim_nrs in space.

If the fluid rctaues uniformly with its container, t_hen individual

par_ic!es mcve in circular orbits, with the same rotaticn _e, about a center

displaced hcrizontal!y f._cm the axis cf rotation. Fcr particles at this

c_nter, their sedim_ntaticn ve!cciwl jusz cancels the u_mrd or dcwnwmrd flcw

of t_he surrounding fluid. For particles denser than tlne fluid, the orbit

radius increases slowly with tLme due tm _he net cantri_-=ig-_l force, so t/'mt

the particles spiral outward from t_heir center. Buo?_r_z particles spirml

irz_ards, due to t_he net bucvanc l force.

Relative to rotating axes fixed to the container and fluid, all the

particles with a given sedimentation rate move in phase, in circular orbits

with a fixed radius equal to the separation between tlne _xis and the c_nzer

described above. The velocity of ever 1 particle is its seii-__ntation rate, in

the current direction of gravi_!. This circular moticn is superposed cn a

c_ntrifugal motion away from or towards the axis. Par-_icles with larger

sed/mentation rates move in larger circles.

I. 2 Applications

The tec_hr_que has been used in the foll_ing applications, among
others:

Production of latex microspheres of uniform size;

S?ady mi_vity effects on cells and tissue; and

Minimize gravitational flow disturbances in

isoelectric focusing.

Other potential applications include crystal growth (where convection is

sometimes a problem).

free-flow
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The alternatives of mi_viqz processing in space flight, in a
plane flcwn cn a parabciic flight parln, or in a dr_-ptower, are generally
eisner teo inconvenient ar.d _xpe_nsive, or t--o brief.

I. 2 Recuir_-m_nr-s

____c_e pr_cessir.g (asSuccessga! use of _his ta_d-m--_que in regard to --_: 7

for lat=--x) imp cs__s the fol!_-ing recuir_T__nza:

Keep par-_icles f__cm ccile_ing at ccnnai-.er boundary before

>r-_assing;

Keep particles f_cm colle_ing at ccnzaLTer kcun -darI durir.g

pr-_essing;

Selective wir_hdra_ml of pa__icles after pr-JcessLng, to exclude

t_hcse that have inte__a_ (or interac_=-d _xcessive!y) with t_he

container boundaries ; and

T e_mpe__aUare control, where cells, tismaes, cr p_ses require

it.

In addition, it is necessary to determine and increase any u_._ limits on the

particle concentration that can be p_ without seriously modifying the

fl_w.

1.4 Subjects for Analysis

Experimental and t_heoretical s_ady is need_ in r_ard to the

following questions, among others:

Wlnat happens to particles t/nat hit the container boundary?

Are non-axi_ymmetric containers useful?

size and aspect ratio is appropriate?

For _flinders, what

Can useful flows be established during initialization by

changes in the rotation rate? These spin-up and spin-down

effects are dominated by the Coriolis force.

How is the mean flow modified by the aggr_._ate net weight of

the particle distribution? At what stage does this

modification become a problem? An example of a related study

is the work of Batchelor and Janse Van R_-_burg on bidisperse

sedimentation (1986).
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i. 5 Methcds of S_adv

These prcbl_ms &hculd be studi_ using an apprcpriate ccmbinaticn of

_xperLm_nts, analytic methods, and c_uter mcdels. A clcse interaction

be_we=_n these appr_a_nes is appropriate.

_rmiytic memh_.s include sclvi.-g crdLnary differ=_nzial equamicn

_Jst=--ms (as for orbits, cf. Rcber-_s em a!. 1989), or par-_ia! differ=_nmial

equaticns (linearized calcalaticns of rcLating flc_ using, a balance of

buoyancy, visccsit] for_es, and pressure gradients).

Ccmputer mcde!s are g_ne__ally r_f_ired _n tlne prcbi_-.s are too hard

for analytic met_hcds. Cur A_mcspheric C__neral circ_iaticn --Ex_ri/ne_nt (AC___-_)

ccm_uter code, developed under MSFC spenscr_hip, has great fl_x/bi!ity in the

s_ddy of a wide range of rotating f!c_, wit/n or wit_hcut temperature

variation, and has previously been applied to spin-up and to t/he iscelectric

focusing case described above. In the limited sccpe of this p_, computer

modeling was limited to orbit calcalaticns.

Frequent interaction with laboraucry workers and invcivement in the

experiments should be a part of every _dc-h study. Our practice has been to

maintain a close relationship with the laboratory workers, and to support the

design of the equipment, the choice of the e_xperim_ntal procedures and

techniques, and the interpretation of the cbservaticns and re_alts.
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Section 2

RESULTS.

Z. ! _erim_nns with Polvsm._=--ne Lat=_x Mi _cr_s_heres

We have _mcport_i_ Cue design, pe__crmar_ce, ari _iy_=is of a series of

_xperlme_nts on reactor perfomremce. Thes _ime_nts were done by Dale

Kcr2_e!d at M--cFC. Cur contributions _c!uded assisting in _ine Lmprcv_m_nu of

tlne optical syst__ms, and in se_ap_ arJ perfcr_._ance of t_he differ=--nt tests.

The experiments were done with a_sp_nsions in "_-=----_of mmncdis_erse

pciys_yrene latex micrcspheres, with diar.eters from 30 tc i00 microns. The

par-_icle conc__ntrations were of order 0.1% by volume. The reactor was a

cf!Lnder, with interior diameter 2.125 iFr_hes and l_ngt-h 3 Lnc.hes. The carved

bcur_ and one plane end boundary were transparent. The non-transparent end

of t_he bath was a piston, moving in ar_ cut to ccmp_nsata far changes in the

fluid volume in the ollinder.

The reactor was set up with water, and al!cwed to reach uniform

rotation. High-concentration latex suspension was th_n injected with a

syringe through the moving piston. The syringe could be operated in and out

with sufficient force to flush the syringe and to create _arhu!ence inside the

chamber, with thorough mixing. Within a minute of inje_ion, observation

shcwed uniform particle concentration, with no apparent deviations from solid

body. rotation of the fluid.

The particles were illuminated in a darkened labcr_--ory by a vertical

slice of laser light with thickness about a millimeter, _n-=_e-_inghorizontally

and normal to the chamber axis. Refraction probl_ms were u_--nimized by filling

the surrounding water bath. The particles in the illumirmted slice could be

vi_'ed directly through the sides of the cylinder, and thr_ugh a rotoscope at

the end of the cylinder (which eliminated the rotation _.nd made the chamber

appear stationary). The light was strongest at mm%ll scaztering angles from

the incident light. The most useful results were obtained using a video

camera, with a special cylindrical lens to make the image cf the illuminated

slice appear circular even though it was viewed at a _mal! scattering angle.

This led to focusing probl_ms; our only solution to date bins been to use so

much light that the camera aperture was very small.

Until now, all our experiments have been done with latex particles of

density 1.05, heavier than the fluid wilich was water. We are considering

using the same latex particles in a fluid with a density greater than i. 05.

The first group of experiments were designed to _nfirm the rate of

centrifugal spiralling outward, and therefore used relatively large rotation

rates, of order 20rpm. At these rates, no secondary flow effects were

observed. The exponential decrease in the particle concentration with time

was measured, and was in agreement with the centrifugal settling theory.
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The second group of experiments u_<edlower rotation rates, from about
0.6r_m to 2rpm. At these rates, the c_ntrifuga! spiralling outward is
relatively minor, ar_ t.he depleted crescs_nt formation is in t_heo<zlikely to
be more significant. This was ccnf_-r_, with a visible cr=_sc_nt cn t.he

de__ce.nding side at 1.5rpm.

But at lower rotation rat=s, sn__cng seccr_; fic_q effects besa_e

apparent, with time and space variaticrs in the particle ccnc_-_nr__aticn and

mc_ion. The c_hange with decr _easir_ rotation rate was quite abrupt, _ecia!!y

at cur largest ccncentraticn of 0.3%. A- !.5rpm nothing inr-eresting happened

except for the crescent, while at 0.7_. Cne secondary flows grew rapidly, in

about i0 minutes, and moved most of the particles to the "walls, leaving tlnfun

piuwes of high concentration ascending a_ the ascending "_al!, ar_ desce__Lng

across the _hamber interior under their c_n weight. The patte__ns varied cn a

time scale of about 2 _inutes. Large regions of the visible slice became

almost void of particles. The results at Irpm shcwed significant secondary

flows, but they were not nearly so chaotic as those at 0.7rpm.

The flow fields were t_hree-dim_-sional; this is the only _xplanation

for some abrupt changes in t_he local concentration wTtich were not advected in

from adjacent parts of the visible slice. And they were driven by variations

in the particle concentration.

2.2 Theory of the Secondary Flows

We have analyzed the video res_its extensively. Particles with

specific density 1.05, at 0.3% concentre=zion by volume, increase the density

of the water by about 0.015%. Even at particle concentrations as low as

0.03%, the nonuniformities in the par-.icle concentration clearly drive a

secondary flow, superposed on the uniform rotation, for rotation rates of irpm

and smaller. The nonuniformities in the particle concentration can arise only

from the wall, since particle concentration is conserved following a fluid

e!_ment, while decreasing exponentially at a low rate due to centrifugal

buoyancy.

From

aggregate of

resuspended.
the depleted

concentration

proportional

observation, once particles collide with the wall (or with the

particles against the wail], only a small proportion are ever

The secondary flows are driven primarily by the net buoyancy of

crescent, and secondarily by nonuniformities in the particle

associated with resuspensicn. Theoretically, these flows are

to the square of the thickness of the depleted _t, which is

in turn inversely proportional to the rotation rate. If these secondary flows

become comparable with the solid body rotation, the theory based on uniform

rotation breaks down completely, and the flows and particle distributions are

quite different (and plainly three-d/mensicr_l in the videos).

The experiments make it plain that the lower limit on the rotation

rate, predicted in the earlier theory based on the approx/mation of solid-body

rotation, is not realistic for a conc_n_-ation by volume of even 0.01%. But

-6-
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ccnc_nt__aticns of up to 30%are used in _ical recipes fcr pci[_erizanicn of
mcncmer-swol!e_n latex micrcspheres. The rotation rate ..-us_ he larger by a

factor of order i00, so than r_he deple__icn layer t_hi_<ness is cnly 1% of Lhe
dia_e_.

This stat=_nt asmcres <_t _dne rea_--r _has a i_._z-d< c_--_ar-=bie wiZln
~

its dia__a_ =_. If tlne le_._qLh is ve_c l _i! c_zrmr_--d wiZh <ine iimmeter, Cn=_n

tlne secer.darf f!cws will be iLmi<__i by viscsus Ln_arac--icn wi:_n Cne =_ntis.

In a lat=_x reacticn, the iniZial r_ncmer-_cll_n _a__ic!es brave a

relative d_i_y of o_er 0.9, ar.d e=__nd_ c_ntrig-_ce _r_m-_-s, a_._myfrcm --he

wails. The,; incr=__se in d_i_f as Cne ah__rhed !cw-i_im] mcnc_er is

pclym_iz_ to hi c/n-d_nsi_y pci_T.er, acccr_tng to a ncn-lLnear ccnversicn

ve__as time ca_ze. This buoyancy dismributicn will aisc es-_bii_h its c_

seccr_ary flcw, and %he overall re_dlt is hard to predicts.

2.3 C_-n_Duter Soluticn for Uniform Rotation

We heve ccnpleted the ccmput=__r progr_m upgrade.

We reviewed tvo ccm_uter prc_ written by cr/ne__s. The f_sZ,

FAST.FOR, was _ritr_n by a s_er studzn_ _mpioyee under <he supervision of

William Fowlis, during 1987. It impl_m_nts t.he analysis of cur report, and

for given keyboard input parameters ccmputes t_he various restt!ting parameters

as described in the report. It also writes output files in a suitable form

for the ccmmercial EnerGraphics prrx/ram, which reads these files and produces

screen and printer plots of the spiral particle tracks.

The second program was written by John Cle!and, at the Research

Triangle Institute, NC. It is identified as KORN2. FCR, named for Dale

Korrrfe!d, who manages this effort at MSFC. This pr_m is a similar

implementation of the analysis of our report, reading input parameters from

the keyboard, and computing the varicus resulting par-_meters. It also

generates simple plots of particles distributed at the cc_uted concentraticn,

at successive times, using the _ial Grapher software.

We c_hose to upgrade the second computer program and to add superior

graphics. Basically, the _'o codes perform similar functions. The spiral

plots produced by FAST.FOR are not particularly helpful, since in practical

cases the thickness of the lines fills the figure. Similarly, it takes _wo of

the KORN2.FOR particle plots to reveal a single concentraticn change factor.

And the use of the EnerGraphics and Grapher packages, in _wo stages, was

unnecessarily complex.

We corrected two errors in the KORN2.FOR program. First, there was a

minor error in the computation of the viscosity of water at icw temperatures,

possibly caused by an error in tr-_ion of the code. ThiS is documented

in Appendix A. Secondly, the approximate solution of a cubic equation for the

parameter as a function of was seriously in error for larger values. We

implemented a high-accuracy itez-ative solution, as described in Appendix B.

-7-
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We upgraded the data ir_ut for t_he pr_. It ncw reads its
parameters f__-cma file ccnraining tlne values used last, and the user n_ cnly
en_ar clnanges frcm t_hese values. Eacln pr-_gram exec_ticn will CCT_puta cases

cne after t.he or.her, unzi! the series is te_._znina_ by entering a n_tive

time. Also, we impi_nt___i a -Tariabie raa_sr radius.

We have added cp<icnal _mhic nlcns of tlne r--_clns. These graphics

are picture] usinc rlne cc_e__ia! scf_.,-=re package G_I-_iC, f__ Scientific

Erieavcrs Csrpcranion, of liir.gsnsn, _. For eadn ca-e, two plots car. he

prcduc_..

The first graphic is iiiusz__n_--i in FigFure I. It displays a cress

sec-__ion of the ronauing r=_a_or, wi_h tin=-fluid in sciid-hcdy rotation ahcut

Cne c_nter O. There are t_c other concentric c_.'rc!es, c_nnared cn the point A

where a stationary particle is just sup_cr_.ed against its :weight (net of the

weight of t_he displaced fluid) by the vi_<ccus drag of the fluid flc_4 past it.

The interpretation of this figure is different de_- _nding on whether the

particles are heavier or lighner tl-mn the fluid.

For particles heavier than Cne fluid, tlne fluid flow is

ccunterc!cckwise in the figure, and is assumed to be sciid-bcdy rotation as

descr_J:_ earlier. Particles at the pcint A remain s-_ationary; with the

dcwrmazd force of gravi_ I balanced by the _vard buoyancy and drag forces. All

other particles move outward frcm A in _unterclcc_kwise spiral orbits, with

the radius increasing by a fixed ard ve_ I _all fraction on each orbit.

Particles which start in the crescent shape hit tlne lower s_micircle

of the wall during their first orbit. Ideally they can fall off the wall in

the upper right of the figure, but obser_mtion of latex particle experiments

suggests that few do, and the crescent is cleared of particles in ten or so

rotations.

Heavy particles starting cut bet_-_n the _o ccnc_ntric circles spiral

outwards during the fixed time period of interest until they czr_s the outer

circle and hit t_he wall. As stated earlier, after one or more such impacts,

they adhere to the wall, and do not fall a_ay.

Heavy particles starting out inside the inner circle also spiral

outwards, until at the end of the time of interest they fill the outer of the

cc_tric circles. The particle concenrz-ation re_mains uniform during this

process.

For particles lighter than the fluid, the fluid fl_w is clockwise in

the figure, and is assumed to be solid-bcdy rotation as described earlier.

Particles at the point A r_main stationary; with the upward buoyancy force due

to the weight of the fluid displaced balanced by the dc_rmard gravity and drag

forces. All other particles move imwards tm_rds A in cloc._ise spiral orbits,

with the radius decreasing by a fixed and very small fracticn on each orbit.

-8-
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Buoyant particles which s_nrt in "dne _t shape hit t_he up_
s_micirc!e of the wall during t_heir f_ c.-bit. In theory t.hey can lif_ off
the wall in the !cwer right cf the fi_c<re, but t_he cbse_Tations of lar._x

particle ex_er_s (with heavy, particles, as de__-ribed abcve) suggest that

mcst of t.hem will ac_.ere to tlne T_ai!, wizln the _=__nt cleared of particles

in ten or fewer rotations.

Lighn particles star-_ing cut wic< '_nifcrm ccnc_nt_--anicn inside the

cute__mcst of the two ccnce_nr_-ic circles _--c___-Iim_s during t_he fix_ time

period of in_erest. By t.he end of the ti-e integral, they are all inside the

inner ci__zle, with tlneir ccnc_nt__aticn s<ill uniform.

The seccnd graphic pr_du_ for earl",case is i!!ustrat_ in Figure 2.

It mhcw_ plcts of the follcwing three_ dim_-_ionless functions of the rotaticn

rate _q_ in r_m):

rm/b = I-_j///L = i-_;

ri/r ° = e_xp[-_I/_max )2 ] = _xp(-6) ; and

ri/b = (l__.min_ _xp[__l_/_rax)2] = (I-_ exp(-&) = _.

Here r. and r are the radii of the inner and outer concentric circles, and b

is thelreacto ° radius. The other notation is as in the report in Appendix D.

We have c.hcsen to maximize F, which is tlne ratio of the area of the _tl!

circle to the cross section area of the r=-actor. Thus the optimum rotation

rate-0-corresponds to the peak value of t/he third function. It should be

noted that the shape of the first two f_nctions is always the same, but the

form of their prcduct depends on the relative values of _ and/7-max.

2.4 Report on Uniform-Rotation Theory

We have made changes to our earlier repcrt "Particle Orbits in a

Rotating Liquid" on rotating reactor theor], as requested by the referees, and

resubmitted it to the Journal of Fluid Meal-tunics. The report is attached as

Appendix D. This paper assumes solid-kxx9 Z fluid rotation, and neglects all

secondary flows. It is the basis for the ccmputer prc_z-am described above.
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Figure i. Reactor Cross Section with the Inner and Outer Circles

Particles starting in the _t hit the wall immediately.

Heavy particles starting between the circles spiral out to hit the wall.

Heavy particles starting in the inner circle spiral out to fill the outer.

Light particles starting in the outer circle spiral in to fill the inner.
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Figure 2. Sample Plot for Radius Ratios as Functions of Rotation Rate
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Sec:_icn ]

;qe r-_caTm,_ud _'_nd_/_. m_-'_=-__,___ m-.d n_ericai s:adias cf the fic<<s

sciunicn can he ckzaLn_ using "dne me__hcis= of Zk_,_n layer arm!?'sis, Lnclu:_inc

_.d effec_s a_ rlne c:!ir.der. _nds. _-==..._escluzicn_ _ can he _-_nr:___d-__ and

refin_ nu_,ericai!y, ari wit/n appropria:=- .v_ea_ur=-v_nts. Such a proqr-_m wculd

provide a basis for optimizing the rotating reac_ar syst=--m and _xt=_nding its

range of application.
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Dale Kornfe!d of MSFC introduced me to this field, and _s responsible

for the experimental program which we s_.ported. David Donovan of RAI has

made significant contributions on the _imental side. I was privileged to

work with William Fowlis of MSFC for many years before his deteriorating

health and untimely death at the beginning of this year; we cocperated on this

problem for several months. John Cleland, of Research Triangle Institute, NC,

has provided helpful insights, and au_hcred a cc_uter program which was

developed into the prcgr-am described above.
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G. O. Rcbere_s, W. W. Few!is, and D. Korr._e!d (1989) ; "----_-:_= Orbiqs Ln

RczacLng Liquid"; _hmit-_ -_ Jcurr._i of Fluid Me_d-mnics.

G. O. Rcbe._-s (!984) ;"Mcdels of El-=c_.r_c--=r_.csisin Seq_r.e-nZ=_/O;1Lnde__ ar.d :ine

Effests of Rctaticn"; Re_cr_ P_C-34-A-!, Rcher-_s Asscci_--as, Lnccrpcrar-____,

pr---F_ for t/he Unive__sit! cf Arigcna.

G. O. Rcherts, W. W. F_!is, ar.d T. L. b_i!er (1985); "_he A"-_-___Code: FLni:e-

D_ ..... ce Fluid Dynamics Ccm_ur-_ Merl-._matical Models =-_ "_e Desicn _r.d

In_a__retaticn of L_erim_nzs for Scace " _ t"-. _ F__gh , N_SA Te_d-_.i-=-al_ner 2323.

G. K. Bat_he!or and R. W. Janse Van R_burg (1986), "St_-&_dre Fcrmazicn in

Bidisperse Sedimentation"; J. Fluid Mech. 166, 379-407.

Weast, ed., "Har_k of Physics and Chemistry", _C .=tess, 70t-h Edition,
1989.
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Rotating Reactor S_adies Rcber-_s Asscciatas

AP_L_DE< A

__SCCSr!C_ _ FC_._u7_ATICN FCR _._

The visccsi--; cf _tar d___sr__as__s :v a fac_sr ,sf 6 as C-_e t=__se._'_r __

incr=_es f_--mn_ f_--_-e_zlnc ts hciiLng. T-.is ci-_-.ge is Lvi_-cr--mn_, as scme

princesses of bici_icai Ln<ar=_s< arz done a_ !cw t-mv_e_r_r_s, wg.ile tlne

prcdu_icn cf m_ncdisr_erse larmw mi___rc_her=_s ..._=_'_=_ tm.-me__-rsr=_s of crier

70 d.ecr__es C.

Cur c_-z_uz-_ prcp-m reads tlne ___erarar _- from :ine ke_%c_, ar.d

c_u:as tlne viscosity usLng two =__iricai formulas fr_.m weas: (!989), bas-_d

cn dana frcm tlne Nazional Bureau of S'_ar/ards. The formulas a_piy to

ta_mpera_re ahcve _nd he!cw 20 degrc-es C, and were includ_ Ln the prcgrmm

KORN2.FOR wili_h we have upgraded.

In validathxT_ the formulas, we discsver__i an e___ccr Ln t/heir cede

impiementaticn for low t_peratures. _.e follc_'ing prcgr__m and listing

C_-T_SU_aS t,he bad formula and the t._o gccd cnes over tlne '_%.oie range of

tm_mperatures, ar_ lists also the tabulated v-=lues fr_n Weast (19891 .

The follc_ing two points should be noted. First, Cne ccmputed

viscosi_ I wins too large by only about 1% at zero degrees, an Lnsignificant

error. Secondly, the formulas agree with the tabulated values for

t_mperatures below and abmve 20 degrees, _xcept that the tabu!areal values were

truncated to four significant figures ahzve 20 degrees, inszead of being
rounded.

-14-
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NSS','ISC.FCR Fr;c3'¢, Janusr',' 11, 1991 3:50 .om

program nbsvisc

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STOS. FORMULAE FOR HZO /[S33SITY , :CCSE,

OR I GM/SEC CM); CRC _ANDSOOK OF CHEM. AND _-vS., 5_T_ ZD.,

Pp. F-_9 TO F-51.

write(O,2)

format(' COMPARISON OF NBS FORMULAS FOR VISC3SITY OF wATER'//

lT3,'TEMP',TI3,'VlSCO',T25,'VISCI',T37,'VISC2',T46,'VISCT-iISC2'/)

do 1 temp=O.,lO0.,2.

if (temp. le.20.) then

v=(1301./(998.333+8.1855*(te£p-20.)_3.:_585*

((temp-20.)*2))) - 3.30233

viscO=(lO.O)*_v

PROGRAM KORN2.FOR AS RECEIVED DID NOT SQUARE THE SEC3ND TERM

IN THE POWER SERIES

v=(1301./(998.333+8.1855*(terr_-20.]*0.30585*

((temp-20.)'*2))) - 3.30233

ViSC1=(10.0)**v

else

v=(1.3272*(20.-temp)-O.OO1853"((terr_-20.)*'2))/

(temp+105.)

visc2=.01002 * (10.O)**v

end]f

wr_te(O,'(fS.0,4f12.8)') temp,viscO,viscl,visc2,viscl-visc2

end

_aGe i

OF PC( _ ,_!_.!__T','

-15-
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ZSY=_RISON OF _BS FORMULAS FOR VISCCS[TY OF "4ATER

7EY_ vIgco VISCI VISC2 VISC'-VISC2 TABLE [N :_'''C_ "_ _AGE F-40

3. .01806T36

2. .01685966

-. .01577-390

c. .01479456

2. .01390846

_. .01310437

_Z. .01237Z63

'-, .01170497

"O. .01109422

'S. .01053416

Z_. .01001941

_ 009545Z6

Z- .009t0757

ZS. .00870273

2_. .00832754

30 .00797920

3Z .00765520

3_ .00735334

36 .00707162

3_ .00680831

40 .00656182

_Z .00633075

4_ .00611383

_6 .00590991

&8 .00571797

50 .00553708

52 .00536640

54. .00520516

56. .00505267
58. .00490830

60. .00477148

62. .00464167

64. .00451840

66. .00440123

68. .00428975

70. .00418359

72. .00408241

7&. .00398590

76. .00389377

78. .00380574

80. .00372158

82. .00364105

8/,. .00356394

86. .00349006

88. .00341922

90. .00335124

92. .00328598

9_. .00322329

96. .00316302

98. .00310506

100. .00304927

.01786897

.01671371

.01566859

.01472047

.01385806

.01307!62

.0123527"_

.01169405

.01108921

.01053263

.01001941

.00954526

.00910637

.00869940

.00832136

.00796963

.00764184

.00733590

.00704992

.00678223

.00653130

.00629578

.00607444

.00586617

00566995

0054848_]

00531013

00514495

00498865

00484060

.00470023

.00456702

.00444048

.00432016

.00420568

.00409665

.00399272

.00389359

.00379895

.00370854

.00362211

.00353941

.00346024

.00338439

.00331168

.00324193

.00317498

.00311069

.00304890

.00298949

.00293233

.01776873 ._C01002& tTS7

.0"503Z08 ,_300S163

.01560318 .33006541

.0:_66908 .22305138

.0_]_1871 .32003935

.0"_04250 .3C332912 13C7

.0_ZZ3220 .SCC02053

.0''58064 .;_001340

.0_t38161 .30300760

.01C52965 .30C00298

.3_032000 -.30000059 1002

.00;54847 -.30000321

.00911137 -.30000500

.00870544 -.30000604

.00832778 -.30000642

.00797584 -.00000622 7975

.00764733 -.30000549

.00734020 -.30000431

.00705264 -.%030272

.00678300 -.00000077

.00652981 .00000149 65Z9

.00629176 .00000402

.00606764 .00000680

.00585638 ._0000979

.00565699 .00001296

.00546860 .00001629 5468

.00529039 .00001974

.00512163 .00002332

.00496165 .00002700

.00480984 .00003076

.00466564 .00003459 4665

.00452854 .00003848

.00439807 .00004241

.00427379 .00004638

.00415531 .00005037

.00404227 .00005438 4042

.00393432 .00005841

.00383115 .00006244

.00373248 .00006647

.00363805 .00007050

.00354759 .00007451

.00346089 .00007852

.00337773 .00008251

.00329791 .00008648

.00322125 .00009043

.00314758 .00009435

.00307674 .00009825

.00300857 .00010212

.00294294 .00010596

.00287972 .00010977

.00281878 .00011355

VISCO USES THE SAD T<20 FORMULA IN MY COPY OF KORN2.FOR (OMITTED " IN (T-20)''2).

THIS MAY HAVE BEEN A TRANSMISSION ERROR.

VISC1 IS CORRECTED, AND AGREES WITH THE 4 SIGNIFCANT FIGURES IN THE REFERENCE.

VISC2 (FOR T>20) AGREES WITH THE REFERENCE, EXCEPT THAT THE REFERENCE TABLE

VALLES ARE TRUNCATED TO 4 FIGURES INSTEAD OF ROUNDED!
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Rctating Reactor Studies Rche__s Asscciates

APFL_E< B

SGLUq_ICN OF Tg.Z C._BiC E[t.m_TICN ?CR D___=_A

.... .a___ to us fcrThe _¢o pr-_m-_m_ F.:ST.FCR _nd ...._". FCR made _: __ " :=
ur _--_= did not att=_mmt to sclve a cabic e_-_aticn fcr c as a fm-._icn cf

wg_c_< arises in cur anm!ysis in the rapcr-- Ln _p_ndix A cf ti_e cptLmi:aticn

cf :he rotaticn ra<a. Fhysicaiiy and matl-.e-aZicai!_], _ Lncr_--_=es from zers to

cne __s ¢ incr=_eses frcm zero to LnfLnimz. Ere _^ --'"_ecc.m p_--m in_rsdu_ C_m_e
c-

azv=xir_ata fcrmuiatier_ for _, ncr!-_!iy <_iid in different r_r.ges of _.. We

brave repia_ the__e wiLh an efficient i-=_e-_ative sciuticn. _ne fci!cwL-.g

p._r__m validates cur soluticn aigcr i---_m, and c_es it wiCn t/he

a=cr_ _v_imaticns.

The prcgram takes a repr=_ntative set of _xact _va!ues. and for each

cne it cc_utes the corre__x_nding _. WiCk.cut using the h-.c<_m _, it ccmputes

t_he t_hree e__pirica! appro _xiretions and the first five iterations. The res'alts

list the _xact value, t_he empirical apprcxL-.ations, t_heir errors, the _ value,

t/he fish iteration value, and the e__rors cf the f_'_st five ite__at_ve values.

The following " points should be ncm__i. First, the _mpiricai formulas

are reasonable for _ values up to about !.3, witln errors in _ of less t/nan

10%. Secondly, the first formula is better than the seccnd for _ values up to

0.15, rather than the 0.05 in the su_Niied code. Thirdly, t/he _mpirical

formula is a disaster for larger _ values, predicting an ur_hysical _ v-_lue of

mcre than unity, and leading to p_ failure when a fra_iona! power of i-_

is e_ra!uated.

-17-
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CSMP:R:SSN OF CLELAND "CURVE FITTING" SOLUTIONS FOR DELTA WITH

DEL DELCl DELC2 DELC3 DIFI DIFZ DIF]

.00668

.01002

.3203C

.3sCBC

.SOCGC

.07008

.38530

.99600

.108C0

.2OO0O

.ZSOC0

.36800

,350C0

.400OO

.45000

.50000

.55000

,60000

.65000

.70000

.75000

.80000

.85000

.90000

.91000

.92000

.93000

.94000
.95000

.96000

.97000

.98000

.99000

.99100

.99200

.99300

.99400

.99500

.99600

.99700

.99800

.99900

.99910

.99920

.99930

.99940

.99950

,99960

.99970

.99980

.99990

.00000

.01003

.02014

.03031

.04055

.05006

.06125

.07171

.08225

.09287

.I0357

.15835

.2!544

,27516

.33787

.40405

.47425

.54924

.62996

.71773

.81433

.92234

1.04566

1.19055

1.36798

1.59976

1.93899

2.03061

2.13513

2.25658

2.40110

2.57870

2.80706

3.12175

3,61035

4.59517

4.76423

4,96000

5.19099

5.47019

5.81880

6,27441

6.91281

7.92113

9.99000

10.34812

I0,76356

11.25460

11.54920

12.59291

13.56666

14,93353

17.09634

21.54219

.00000

.00923

.01843

.02767

.0369&

.04626

.05564

.06507

.07457

.08412

.09374

.14290

.19400

.2_5

.30329

.36224

.42470

.49135

.56302

.64088

.72649

.82214

.93125

1.05932

1.21601

1.42049

1.71939

1.80006

1.89204

1.99889

2.12599

2.28210

2.48272

2.75900

3.18758

4.05025

4.19820

4.36948

4.57151

4.81563

5.12031

5.51832

6.07568

6.95527

8.75766

9.06937

9.43087

9.85804

10.37512

11.02163

11.86770

13.05463

14.93120

18.78364

.00000

.01246

.02286

.03263

.O&Z05

.05122

.06022

06909

07785

08653

99515

13771

18006

222BI

.26643

.31133

.35794

.40675

.45834

.51347

.5_15

.63881

.71257

.79782

.90041

1.03189

1.22001

1.27006

1.32680

1.39229

1.46962

1.56384

1.68376

1.84700

2.09632

2.58629

2.66895

2.76420

2.87597

3.01021

3.17659

3.39211

3.69076

4.15535

5.08588

5.24428

5.42714

5,64212

5.90082

6.22206

6.63898

7.21780

8.12000

9.93054

.00000

.00003

.00014

.00031

.00055

.00086

.00125

.00171

.00225

.00237

.00357

.00835

.01544

.02516

.03787

.05405

.07425

.09924

.12996

o16773

.21433

.27234

.34566

.44055

.56798

.74976

1.03899

1.12061

1.21513

1.32658

1.46110

1,62870

1.84706

2.15175

2.63035

3.60517

3.77323

3.96800

4.19799

4.47619

4.82380

5.27841

5.91581

6.92313

8.99100

9.34902

9.76436

10.25530

10.84980

11.59341 10.02213

12.56706 10.86810

13.93383 12.05493

16.09654 13.93140

20.54229 17.78374

.00000 .00000

-.OOOTT, .0024o

.00157 ,0028o

-.00273 .80253

-.0030_ .0020_

-.00374 0012Z

-.00436 00022

-.00493 0009_

-.005_3 00215

-.00538 0034T

-.0062_ 08485

-.007_0 01229

-.00600 0190_

-.00255 02719

.00329 03357

.01Z2& 33867

.02470 .0420e

.04135 .04325

,06302 .04160

.09088 .03653

.12649 .02685

.17214 .01119

,23125 .01257

.30932 .04782

.41601 .10041

.57049 .18189

.81939 .32001

,89006 .36006

.97204 .40680

1.06889 ,46229

1.18599 .52962

1.33210 .6138&

1.52272 .72376

1.78900 .87700

2.20758 1.11632

3.06025 1.59629

3.20720 1.67795

3.37748 1.77220

3.57851 1,88297

3.82163 2.01621

4.12531 2.18159

4.52232 2.39611

5.07868 2.69376

5.95727 3.15735

7.75866 4,08688

8.07027 4,24518

8.43167 4.42794

8.85874 4.64282

9.37572 4.90142

5.22256

5.63938

6.21810

7.12020

8.93064

EXACT

SOLUTION

CLELAND SOLUTIONS WITH

SOLUTION APPLICABLE TO

THIS PHI VALUE MARKED.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CLELAND

AND EXACT SOLUTIONS

NOTE THAT DEL VALUES OVER

UNITY ARE UNPHYSICAL.

PARAMETERS LEADING TO PHI VALUES

OVER 1.6 CAUSE KORN2.EXE TO FAIL.

SXACT VALUE -_ND Si,wPL2 ',E:,.,TON[TERATICN SOLUTION

PHI OEL:5 D[=:I DIFZ2 DIFI3 DIFi4 ];::_

.00000

.01003

.02014

,03031

.O&OE5

.35086

.36125

.27171

.38225

.39257

.I0357

.15835

.2!%_

.27516

.33787

.,0485

,4742_

.54924

.62996

.71773

,31433

.92234

1.04566

1.19055

1.36798

1.59976

I._3899

2.33061

2.13513

2.25658

2.40110

2.57870

2.30706

3.12175

3.61035

4.59517

4.76423

4._6000

5,19099

5.47019

5.31880

6.27441

6.912BI

T.92113

9,99000

10.34812

10.76356

11,25460

11._4920

12.59291

13.56666

14.93353

IT.09634

21.54219

.00000 S.;E-:3 0.0E-00 O.]E-']O 0.8E-60 ]._E-,;0

.310C0 -Z.ZE-'O 5.9E-'7 -4.2E-17 -_.2E_17 "..ZE-'T

.J2000 -_.-E-29 5.32-'7 -4.5E-!7 -_.SE-:T --.}f-'7

.23035 -2.32-13 -5.3E-T& l. Tf-To 3.52-18 -_.l_-'S

.2480C --,'_-13 -5.22-15 _.2E-'7 -.2E-_7 -.2_-'7

.35000 -'.'£-17 -3.:E-_4 -:.*E-:7 -I..E-17 -'.-_-'7

.360CC -i.zE-17 -!.ZE-13 3.22-!7 -l.3E-!7 -l.22-17

.37S08 -c.-E-:7 -4.52-:3 -2.2E-17 -2.32-_7 -2.1_-'7

.38000 -'.1E-1o -I.3E-tZ 8.SE-17 -2.3E-17 -I./E-'7

.398C0 -'.2f-15 -3.,E-!2 8.32-17 -2.3E-17 ........

.18380 -l,_E-i_ -7.)E-'2 -5.62-_7 -5.3E-_7 -}.zE-'7

.15C00 -'.-E-15 -Z.:E-!O -5.62-'7 -5.52-17 -_.s£-'7

.20083 "-.-E-.; -2.IE-$9 5.6E-'7 -5.aE-17 -_.sf-'7

,25008 -1.'E-I- -1.22-]3 -8.32-_7 -B.3E-!7 -_.1i-'7

• 30000 -Z.Zf-]- -5.3E'_8 -3.]E-15 -_.oE-17 "_.;f-'7

.35000 -_.22-2- -1.3E-,37 -3.52-14 -I.1E-!6 5.:£-_7

.10000 -o.3E-], -5.!E-07 -2.9E-13 0.0E-00 J.SE-O8

._5000 -1.12-]3 -1.3E-06 -1.9E-12 -5.5E-17 -5.:E-17

.50000 -!.bE-C3 -2.9E-06 -9.7E-12 -5.5E-!7 -5.5E-17

.55000 -2.2E-]3 -5.9E-06 -4.2E-II 1.IE-16 3.2E-08

.60000 -3.32-C3 -I.1E-05 -1.5E-I0 -1.1E-16 3.CE-00

.65000 -_.32-]3 -2.0E-05 -4.9E-10 -!.IE-16 O._E-']O

.70000 -5,32-}3 -3.2E-05 -1.3E-09 -1.1E-16 -i.'E-'5

.75000 -6.12-]3 -4.3E-05 -3.1E-09 0.92-00

.80000 -7.3E-]3 -6.6E-05 -6.1E-;39 0.3E-00

.85000 -7._E-C3 -8.0E-05 -9.82-09 -1.1E-16

.90000 -7.SE-33 -7.7E-05 -8.8E-09 -1.1E-16

.91000 -7._E-03 -7.3E-05 -8.0E-09 -1.1E-16

.92000 -6.TE-03 -6.7E-05 -6.9E-09 -1.1E-16

.93000 -6.3E-23 -6.0E-05 -5.5E-09

.9LO00 -5.2E-_3 -5.1E-05 -4.1E-09

.95000 -5.2E-33 -4.1E-05 -2.7E-09

.96000 -4.5E-33 -3.1E-05 -I.5E-09

.97000 -3.5E-03 -Z.OE-05 -6.2E-10

.98000 -2.5E-03 -9.5E-06 -1.5E-I0

.99000 -1.2E-03 -2.3E-06 -8.7E-12

.99100 -1.1E-03 -1.8E-06 -5.5E-12

.99200 -9,3E-04 -1.4E-06 -3.2E-12

.99300 -8.3E-04 -I.0E-06 -1.8E-12

.99400 -6.7E-04 -7.2E-07 -8.7E-13

.99500 -5._E-04 -4.7E-07 -3.7E-13

.99600 -4.1E-04 -2.7E-07 -1.2E-13

.99700 -2,9E-04 -1.3E-07 -3.0E-14

.99800 -I.TE-04 -4.8E-08 -3.9E-15

.99900 -6.9E-05 -7.9E-09 -1.1E-16

.99910 -6.3E-05 -6.0E-09 -1.1E-16

.99920 -5.!E-05 -4.4E-09

.99930 -4.3E-05 -3.0E-09

.99940 -3.52-05 -2.0E-09

.99950 -2.7E-05 oi.2E-09

.99960 -2.0E-05 -6.7E-10

.99970 -1.4E-05 -3.0E-10

.99980 -7._E-06 -9.9E-11

.99990 -3.0E-06 -I.4E-11

0.02+00

O.OE÷OO

0.0E*00

0.0E+00

O.OE+O0

O.OE*O0

0.0E÷00

0,0E*00

8. :E-,]O

O. 1E-¢0

3.IE-CO

O. ]E-OO

O. ;E-O0

O. 22-,]0
O.OE-O0 O.CE-O0

O.OE_O0 0.32-00

0.0E-00 9.1E-,]0

O.OE-O0 O.JE-O0

O.OE_O0 O.OE-O0

O.OE+O0 0.32-00

O.OE*O0 O.OE-O0

O.OE+O0 0.3E-00

O.OE÷OO 0.9E-00

O.OE÷O0 0.22-00

0.0E+00 O.OE-O0

O.OE*O0 0.3E-00

0.0E_00 O.OE-O0

O.OE+O0 0.0E-00

O.OE*O0 0.0E-00

O.OE*O0 0.3E-00

O.OE÷O0 O.OE-O0

0.0E+00 0.0E-00

O.OE*O0 0.0E-00

0.02+00 O.OE°O0

O.OE+O0 0.0E-00

O.OE÷O0 0.02-00

0.0E÷00 0.0E-00

O.OE*O0 0.0E-00

O,OE+O0 O,OE-O0

PHI 5TH

ITERATION

ERRORS FOR FIRST THRU 5TH ITERATIONS

NOTE THAT THE FIRST ITERATION IS VERY

GO,OO, AND THE THIRD IS EFFECTIVELY EXACT.

THE CALCULATION USED DOUBLE PRECISION.

-18-
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SOLVC_BC. FOR Friday, January 11, 1991 3:57 pm

PROGRAM SOLVCUBC

IMPLICIT REAL*S (A-H,O-Z)

18 FORMAT(' COMPARISON OF CLELAND "C%RVE FITTING" SOLUTIONS '

1 ,_FCR DELTA '_ITH EXACT'

2 ,_ VALUE ,AND SIMPLE NEWTON ITERATION SOLUTION'//

3 ,14A9/)

_'RITE(O, I0) 'DEL', 'DELC: ','DELC2', 'OELC3', 'OIFI ', 'DIFZ' ,'rIF3'

'PHI' 'DELI5','DIFiI','DIFI2' 'DIF!3','DIFi_,_,_O:FI5 _i , f

C SELECT A RANGE OF EXACT DEL VALUES BET',EE_ ZERO AND ONE

DO IDEL=O,90,10

DEL=IDEL/IOOO.DO

CALL SOLVE(DEL)

ENDDO

DO IDEL=IO0,850,50

DEL=IDEL/IOOO.DO

CALL SOLVE(DEL)

ENDDO

DO IDEL=900,990,10

DEL=IDEL/IOOO.DO

CALL SOLVE(DEL)

ENDDO

DO IDEL=991,999,1

DEL=IDEL/IOOO.DO

CALL SOLVE(DEL)

ENDDO

DO [DEL=9991,9999,1

DEL=IDEL/IOOOO.DO

CALL SOLVE(DEL)

ENDDO

END

_3_e I

SUBROUTINE SOLVE(DEL)

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

DIMENSION DIFF(5)

THIRD=I/3.DO

PHI=DEL/(I-DEL)**THIRD

C THE PROBLEM IS TO SOLVE THIS EQUATION FOR DEL, WITH PHI KNOWN,

C (WITHOUT USING THE KNOWN DEL VALUE, OF COURSE).

C CLELAND "CURVE-FITTING" SOLUTIONS APPLY TO DIFFERENT PHI REGIONS

C AS INDICATED BY THE COMMENTS

c if (PHI .[e..05) then

DELCI=PHI

c else

OELC2=.89086*PHI".99301

c if (DELC2.gt.O.60) then

DELC3 = .6854"PHI*'0.8708

c endif

-19-
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SCLVCUSC.FCR Fr!aay, Januar'! "I, 1991 ]:5T pm

c endif

C NE_TS_'S ITERATION SOLUTION

= !NITiAL APPROXIMATION IS EXACT SOLUTION ]F THE E,3UATICN

C '.ITH THE CUBES REPLACED BY SGUARES

PHI2=PHI*PHI

DELI=(SQRT(PHI2*(L*PHI2))'PHI2]/2

C ITERATE

C R iS THE FIRST RESIDUAL FORMULATION, AND RD IS ITS DERIVATIVE

C USE S = I-(I-R)*'3, AND ITS DERIVATIVE SD, TO GIVE FASTER CONVERGENCE

C AND AVOID PROBLEMS FOR LARGE PHI.

DO 2 I=I,5

ROOT=(1-DELI )**THIRD

R=OELI-PHI*ROOT

RD=I+PHI*THIRD'ROOT/(I-DELI )

T=I-R

T2=T*T

S=I-T2*T

SD=3*T2*RD

DELI=DELI-S/SD

C SAVE DIFFERENCE FROM EXACT SOLUTION, FOR DISPLAY

2 DIFF(1)=DELI-DEL

C WRITE OUT THE SOLUTIONS AND ERRORS

wr_te(O,'(9f9.5,1P,5E9.1)')DEL,DELCI,DELC2,DELC3

I ,DELCI-DEL,DELC2-DEL,DELC3-DEL,PHI,DELI,DIFF

end
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APVL___DE{ _-

The scur=e pr_ RGTRF_AC.?CR =_rid C7_2T.C ar_ lis<-_----ion ti_e

foiicw_ pages, i_..e scu._e prcqr_zs, "d-_e _xec-_tabie _O_-?=\C.E_ (cc_i!_

and link_ wi:in Mi_.-r_so_ soft_.vmre), ar.d C-.a c_e__ial pac!.?_-_ Gz_hiC (witln

a sLngie user lic_-__e) have he__n m__Eiiel ts Rche__ S. _=nyder ar.d Dale

Kcrnfeld of MSEC. %_e _xecztable =_hculd not he dis_r "_='-=: "-_ any user

wit_hcut a G_DhiC li_--_e. The _xecaL?_!e R_IT_\CD.E_ %_= .-.ado usir_ tlne

_ ,,c< call the <_-- :_" package ; RAiremiac_ment _-a_y _rsgr-_m CP!DTD. C, ar.d does -

authorizes the g_ne__al distribution of t_his code.

The program runs on I_4 PC or AT c_.,_:_atibles, and cam, _r-_uce graphics

on a very wide rar.ce of dis-plays ar_ print-a__s. Before rurr=-.q rlne progl--nm for

the f_t time, it is necessary to run tlne proqrmm EQUIP._-<_, "_--_c.hcomes with

the GraphiC scft_-_re. This program a!!c_ =- Zlne user to se!e_--_ a display option

and printer options frcm a n_nu of cl-.oices, and ;_ri-=_es a pe-._man_nn

configuration file which Js read each ti-,e by t/no RCI?--AC prcg_-am. More

details are of course provided with t_he software. The e-_,¢i-_.-c-,,_ntparameter

GPC should be set to C:\GPC, or to some crlner DCS directs_y containing font

files and the files written by EQUIP._{E.

The program solicits keyboard in_-ut for each cf eight parameters

defining the probl_m. For each parameter, the default is tlne value used the

last time, which is saved in the file RCq_hC.[I_T and used if rlne input data

is null. Once each case is finished, the p_ begins aqain, soliciting new

keyboard data. The sequence of cases is te-._minated using Ctr!-Break (or any

other interrupt sudn as invalid data, Ctr!-C, pcwer off, cr A!t-Ctrl-Del) at

any stage, or by providing a negative time Ln re_%pcnse to tlne first prompt of

a new case.

For each case, the program writes its output to Cne screen. After

producing its text output for each case, t/he program produces graphs. These

are written both to the screen and to the graphics file RC!REAC.TKF. Printer

output is produced by responding to the beep prompt with the keys L or 1 (for

large full-page plots at high or low resoiu_ion), or M or m (for medium half-

page plots at high or low resolution).

Once the run is over, the graphics file can be played back using the

command

PLAY RC_IqF_C. TKF

(where PLAY.EXE is another GraphiC p_). This leads to the same beep

prompts as the graFhs are displayed, with t/ze same printer cctions. There is

little point in using this option, hcf-ever, since the RCIREAC program runs
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quickly, and can be run again to obtain any desired graphical cutput.

full list of beep options is belcw.

The

Sample scre=_n cutput (chzained using Ctr!-P) is also _nc_n be!cw.

File cutpuu is similar, _xcept t_m-_ the pr_ts and data enr_--z are not mhc_m.

It_=vs after t_he coiop_ are _nter_ frcm t/he ke,/ccard. The scu_ pr_-ams are

list_ cn t/he foilcwing cages.

The a(C0wable choices are:

c -> convert TKF file to another format

l -> Large, 'o4 -esoLution plot

L -> Large, high resolution plot

m -> _ecium sizec b Low resoEution plot

M -> _eaium siz__J, high resolution plot

p -> change pr!nter selections

q -> quit ancl close files

v --> vary PostScript parameters

w --> shrink picture to fit window

z --> zoom marke_J area to fiLL screen

CR --> go on to next plot

space bar --> to return to picture

ENTER ANY CHANGES FROM THE BRACKETED DATA USED LAST.

ALWAYS INCLUDE THE DECIMAL POINT WHEN YOU ENTER DATA.

THEN PRESS THE ENTER KEY.

TOTAL TIME IN HOURS (NEGATIVE TO QUIT) [ i0.0000] :

PARTICLE DIAMETER (MICRONS) [200.0000] :

ROTATION RATE (RPM) [ 2.0000] :

REACTOR RADIUS (CM) [ 3.0000] :

PARTICLE DENSITY [ i.i000] :

FLUID DENSITY [ 1.2000] :

TEMPERATURE (DEG c) [ 20.0000] :

ALTERNATE VISCOSITY (POISE) (NEGATIVE ME_S USE WATER @ T)

PROBLEM PARAMETERS:

TIME PARTICLE ROTATION RATE

(HR) DIAM(MICRON) RPM RAD/SEC

I0.0 200.00 2.000 .2094

REACTOR DENSITIES

RADIUS(CM) PARTICLE FLUID
3.0000 i. I000 1.2000

.010o] :

VISCOSITY

POISE

.01000

SPIRAL ORBIT DESCRIPTION:

FINAL AREA XOFFSET BRADIUS SRADIUS REYNOLDS

CONCENTRATION FRACTION (CM) (CM) (CM) NUMBER

2.01746 .21162 -1.0398 1.9602 1.3801 2.6E-0!

TAYLOR

NUMBER

2.5E-03

SPIRAL GROWTH

PER RAD!AN

-4.7E-05

ROTATION RATE CHOICE:

OMAX OMIN PHI DELTA AREA ROTATION RATE

I/SEC I/SEC FRACTION I/SEC RPM

.354 .072593 .43850 .37493 .21447 .1936 1.8489

-22-
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ROTREAC.FOR Friday, January 11, 1991 4:25 pm Page I

I INTERFACE TO SUBROUTINE _GNPLOT [C,ALIAS:'_bgnp,o:']

2 x (MP,ISO,TKFILE)

3 INTEGER "2 MP,ISC

CHARACTER *20 TKFILE [REFERENCE]

5 END

6

7 INTERFACE TO SUBROUTINE CPLOT [C] (TIMH,ADIAM,RF_,3RAD,DRHO, VISCOS

8 I ,ARERAT,XSPIRAL,3RADIUS,SRADIUS

9 I ,OMAX,SMIN,OMOPT,FOPT)

10 REAL "_ TIMH,ADIAM,RPM,3RAD,DRHO,VISCCS

11 x ,ARERAT,XSPIRAL,3RADIUS,SRADIUS

12 x ,DMAX,DMIN,OMOPT,FOPT

13 END

14
15 INTERFACE TO SUBROUTINE STOPPLOT [C,ALIAS:' stc_ot'] ()

16 END

17

18 PROGRAM ROTREAC

19

20 C ANALYZE ROTATING REACTOR PERFORMANCE

21 C ASSUME FLUID REMAINS IN SOLID-BODY ROTATION

22

23 IMPLICIT REAL*& (A-H,O-Z)

24

25 LOGICAL LEXIST

26

27 MP = I

28 ISC = 'g'

29 CALL BGNPLOT(MP, ISC,'ROTREAC.TKF'C)

30

31 C GET INITIAL VALUES OF PARAMETERS FROM DATA FILE DR INITIAL DEFAULTS.

32 C OPEN DATA FILE.

33

34 INQUIRE(FILE='ROTREAC.DAT',EXIST=LEXIST)

35

36 IF (.NOT. LEXIST) THEN

37 TIMH=20.

38 TEMP=20.

39 RHOP=I.05

40 RHOF=I.00

41 VAL T=°I.

42 ADIAM=20

43 BRAD=3

44 RPM=I.

45 OPEN(I,FILE='ROTREAC-DAT', STATUS='NEW')

46 ELSE

47 OPEN(I,FILE='ROTREAC.DAT',STATUS='OLD')

&8 READ(I,'(/8FIO.5)')

49 I TIMH,TEMP,RHOP,RHOF,VALT,ADIAM,BRAD,RPM

50 ENDIF

51

52 C READ IN CHANGES FROM DATA OF LAST RUN

53

54 C FORMATS

55

56 30 FORMAT(IX,A,F8.4,'] :'\)

57 31 FORMAT(F10.3)

58 32 FORMAT(/' ENTER ANY CHANGES FROM THE BRACKETED DATA USED LAST.'

59 I /' ALWAYS INCLUDE THE DECIMAL POINT WHEN YOU ENTER DATA.'

60 I /' THEN PRESS THE ENTER KEY.')

61

62 C CONTROL RETURNS HERE FROM THE END OF THE PROGRAM

63
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54 33

65

Oo C

5T

68

59

TO

71

72

74

T5

76

C

78 C

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

I05

106

107

I08

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

WRITE(O,32)

READ TIME IN _CURS, STOP 3N _EGATIVE. CONVERT ": _EZ£NDS

WRITE(O,30) 'TOTAL TIME IN HOURS {NE£._-:,E TD _UIT] [',TIMH

READ (0,31) TIMHD

IF (TIMHD .LT. 0.0) THEN

CALL STOPPLOT

STOP ' '

ENDIF

IF (TIMHD .NE. O.O) TIMH = TiN_D
TIMSEC=TIMH_]600.

READ IN PARTICLE DIAMETER IN MICRONS

COMPUTE THE PARTICLE RADIUS IN CM.

WRITE(O,30) 'PARTICLE DIAMETER (MICRCNS: [',ADIAM

READ(O,31) ADIAMD

IF (ADIAMD .GT. 0.0) ADIAM = ADIAMD

ARAD=ADIAM'O.O001/2.

READ IN REACTOR ROTATION RATE IN RPM _D CONVE_" "O RAD/SEC

WRITE(O,30) 'ROTATION RATE (RPM) [',RF"

READ(O,31) RPMD

IF (RPMD .NE. 0.0) RPM = RPMD

ONE=I

PI=4"ATAN(ONE)

OMEGA=RPM'2*PI/60

READ IN REACTOR REACTOR RADIUS (CM).

WRITE(O,30) 'REACTOR RADIUS (CM) [',BR_;

READ(O,31) BRADD

IF (BRADD .GT. 0.0) BRAD = BRADD

READ IN SPECIFIC GRAVITY (DENSITY IN GM/CC) FOR "HE FLUID

AND THE PARTICLES.

WRITE(O,30) 'PARTICLE DENSITY [',RHOP

READ(O,31) RHOPD

IF (RHOPD .GT. 0.0) RHOP = RHOPD

WRITE(O,30) 'FLUID DENSITY [',RHOF

READ(O,31) RHOFD

IF (RHOFD .GT. 0.0) RHOF = RHOFD

READ IN REACTOR WATER TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES CE_::GRADE (FOR VISCOSITY)

WRITE(O,30) 'TEMPERATURE (DEG c) [',TEMP

READ(O,31) TEMPD

IF (TEMPD .GT. 0.0) TEMP = TEMPD

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STDS. FORMULAE FOR WATER VlSCSSITY ( POISE,

OR I GM/SEC CM); CRC HANDBOOK OF CHEM. AND PHYS., 70TH ED., p. F-40.

IF (TEMP.LE.20.) THEN

V=(1301./(998.333+8.1855"(TEMP-Z_.)÷O.O0585*

((TEMP-20.)**2))) - 3.30233

VISCOS:(IO.O)*'V

ELSE

V=(I.3272"(20.-TEMP)-O.OOIO53-((-EMP-20.)--2))/

(TEMP÷I05.)
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127 VISCOS=.01002 * (10.3)**V

128 ENOIF

1Z9

130 C PUT IN ALTERNATE VISCOSITY IN POISE IF DESIRED ,'-_0 IGNORE TEMPERATURE]

131

132 WRITE(O,30)

133 I'ALTERNATE VISCOSITY (POISE) (NEGATIVE MEANS USE .-'---R_ T) ['

134 2,VALT
135 READ(O,31) VALTD

136 IF (VALTD .NE. O.O)VALT = VALTD

137 IF (VALT .GT. 0.0) VISCOS = VALT

138

139 C WRITE .CUT DATA (DEFAULTS FOR NEXT RUN)

140

141 REWIND I

142 WRITE(I, '(8A10/8FIO.5) ')

143 I 'TIMH', 'TEMP', 'RHOP', 'RHOF', 'VALT', 'ADIAM', 'BRAD' ,=RPM'

144 I ,TIMH , TEMP , RHOP , RHOF , VALT , ADIAM , BRAD , RPM

145 REWIND I

146

147 C SPECIFY THE MEAN EARTH GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT (c_ .I/CM*'2).

148

149 C COMPUTE THE DRAG CONSTANT, CDRAG (I/SEC) WHICH _-_ THE RATE AT

150 C WHICH MOTION DECAYS THROUGH DRAG FORCES ALONE. ;" IS ONLY

151 C USED MULTIPLIED BY RHOP; THE PRODUCT IS CALLED C.DR.

152

153 C COMPUTE THE OFFSET OF THE SPIRAL CENTER, XSP[RAL (OH) FROM

154 C THE REACTOR CENTER, ALONG THE X AXIS.

155
156 C COMPUTE THE CENTRIFUGAL GROWTH RATE O (I/SEC) FCR THE SPIRAL RADIUS.

157

158 C THE FINAL RADIAL DISPLACEMENT FROM THE SPIRAL CENTER OF ANY

159 C PARTICLE IS DELR TIMES THE INITIAL RADIAL DISPLACEMENT.

160 C THE PARTICLE CONCENTRATION STAYS UNIFORM, AND IS WULTIPLIED

161 C BY CONC.

162

163 G=980.

164

165 CO R=9.*V ISCOS/(2.*ARAD*" 2)

166 CDRAG=CDR/RHOP

167

168 DRHO=(RHOP-RHOF)

169 ADELRH=ABS(DRHO)

170

171 XSP IRAL=(G'DRHO)/(OMEGA*CDR )

172 AXSP=ABS (XSP IRAL )

173
174 D= (DR HO*OMEGA**2)/CDR

13'5

176 ETA = D'TIMSEC

177 AETA = ABS(ETA)

178 DELR=EXP(ETA)

179 CONC=I / (DELR*DELR)

180

181 C COMPUTE THE REYNOLDS AND TAYLOR DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS.

182 C BOTH SHOULD BE MUCH LESS THAN UNITY FOR A VALID SCLUTION.

183 C THE RATIO D/OMEGA (SPIRAL GROWTH PER RADIAN) MUST ALSO BE

18& C SMALL FOR A VALID SOLUTION.

185

186 REY = RHOF*ARAD*AXSP*OMEGA/VISCOS

187 TAYLOR = RHOF*ARAD**2*OMEGA/VISCOS

188 SPGRPR = D/OMEGA

189
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190

191

192

193

19/,

195

196

197

198

199

20O

201

2O2

203

204

205

2O6

2O7

2O8

209

210

211
212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

22O

221

222

223

224

225

226

227

228

229

230

231

232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

24O

241

242

243

244

245

246

247

248

249

250

251

252

COMPUTE THE RADIUS RSPIRAL (cm) OF THE SMALL CIRCLZ.

HEAVY PARTICLES ORIG;NALLY :N THE C;RCL_ 30 NOT _;_AL OUT TO

HIT THE WALL IN TIME TIMH.

BUOYANT PARTICLES 4HICH DO NCT nit THE 4ALL DURING "_E FIRST

SPIRAL SPIRAL INWARDS TO INSIDE THIS CIRCLE IN ":_£ TIMH.

DELTA = AXSP/BRAD

8RADIUS = BRAD-AXSP

SRADIUS = BRADIUS*EXP(-AETA)

ARERAT = (SRADIUS/BRAD)''2

THE REMAINING CALCULATIONS IGNORE THE GIVEN ROTAT:3N RATE

COMPUTE THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES OF THE ROTATION RATE (RAD/SEC).

THE MINIMUM IS DEFINED SO THAT THE SPIRAL CENTER iS AT THE REACTOR RADIUS

THE MAXIMUM IS DEFINED ARBITRARILY BY ABS(ETA)=X, SO THAT PARTICLES

MIGRATE INWARDS OR OUTWARDS 3ENTRIFUGALLY BY A FACTCR e IN TIME TIMN.

OMAX = (CDR/(ADELRH'TIMSEC))*'O.5

OMIN = G'(ADELRH)/(BRAD'CDR)

AN OPTIMIZED ROTATION RATE IS COMPUTED BY MAXIMIZ:NG THE RATIO OF THE

AREA INSIDE THE SPIRAL RADIUS TO THE REACTOR AREA.

FIRST DEFINE PHI. NOTE THAT PHI**3/2 = (OMMIN/OMMAX)''2 = (ARAD/AMAX)''6

THIRD=I/3.DO

PHI = (2.*ARAD**6*G'*2"TIMSEC/BRAD**2)''T_IRD

*(2.*ADELRH/(9.*VISCOS))

SOLVE DEL = PHI*(I-DEL)**(I/3)

DEL IS OMOPT/OMMIN = XSPIRAL/BRAD

NEWTON'S ITERATION SOLUTION

INITIAL APPROXIMATION IS EXACT SOLUTION OF THE ECUATION

WITH THE CUBE ROOT REPLACED BY A SQUARE ROOT. THE POSITIVE

ROOT IS CHOSEN, AND FORMULATED TO AVOID ROUNDING ERROR FOR

VERY LARGE PHI

PHI2=PHI*PHI

DELI=PHI2"2/(SQRT(PHI2*(4÷PHI2))+PHI2)

ITERATE

R IS THE FIRST RESIDUAL FORMULATION, AND RD IS ITS DERIVATIVE

USE S = I-(I-R)*'3, AND ITS DERIVATIVE SD, TO GIVE FASTER CONVERGENCE

AND AVOID PROBLEMS FOR LARGE PHI.

DO 2 I:I,5

ROOT=(I-DELI)**THIRD

R=DELI-PHI*ROOT

RD=I+PHI*ROOT*THIRD/(I-DELI)

Q=I-R

Q2=Q*Q

S=I-Q2*Q

SD=3*Q2*RD

DELI=DELI-S/SD

DELOPT=OELI

FOPT = (1-DELOPT)*'2/EXP(PHI**3/DELOPT"2)
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-54

Z55

Z56

Z57

258

259

260

261

262

Z63

264

265

266

267

268

269

270

271

272

273

274

275

276

277

278

279

280

281

282

283

284

285

286

287

288

289

290

291

292

293

294

295

296

297

298

299

3OO

301

302

303

304

305

306

307

308

309

310

311

312

313

C

C

80

81

83

82

C

OMOPT : (G/(2.*BRAD'TIMSEC'(I-_ELOPT)))"'_IRD

AN APPROXIMATE UPPER LIMIT ON PARTICL_ RADIUS, AMAX (CM), IS CCMPUTED

BY EQUATING OMAX AND OMIN. ALL OTHER 3ALCULATICWS JSE THE GIVEN SIZE.

AMAX = (9.*VISCOS/(Z.*ADELRH))"_.5"

(BRAD''Z/(G''2"TiMSEC))''(I./6.].

DMAX = AMAX'20000.

WRITE(O,80)T:MH,ADIAM,RPM,CME_A,3RAO,_,3=,_HCF,VISC_S

IF (BRAD.ST.ABS(XSPIRAL)) THE_

WRITE(O,31)CONC,ARERAT,XSP!RAL,3R:;IUS,SRADIUS,REY,TAYL=R,3;3RPR

ELSE

WRITE(O,83)CONC,ARERAT,XSPIRAL,_RA31US,SRADIUS,REY,TAYLCR,SPGRPR

ENDIF

WRITE(O,82)OMAX,OMIN,PHI,DELCPT,FOPT,CPwC_',OMOPT'30/PI

FORMAT(//' PROBLEM PARAMETERS:',/,

' TIME PARTICLE ROTATION RATE ',

I ' REACTOR DENSITIES VISCOSITY',/,

2 ' (HR) DIAM(MICRON) RPM RAD/SEC ',

2 'RADIUS(CM) PARTICLE FLUID POISE',/,

3 F6.I,F_2.2,FIO.3,F8.4,F12.4,F9.4, F8.4,FO.5,//)

FORMAT(' SPIRAL ORBIT DESCRIPTION:',/,

I ' FINAL AREA XOFFSET BRADIUS SRADIUS ',

I 'REYNOLDS TAYLOR SPIRAL GROWTH',/,

2 ' CONCENTRATION FRACTION (CM) (CM) (CM) ',

3 ' NUMBER NUMBER PER RADIAN',/,

F10.5,F12.5,FB.4,F9.4,F8.4,1P,2E9.1,E11.1//)

FORMAT(' SPIRAL ORBIT DESCRIPTION IMPOSSIBLE:',/,

I ' FINAL AREA XOFFSET BRADIUS SRADIUS _,

I 'REYNOLDS TAYLOR SPIRAL GROWTH',/,

2 ' CONCENTRATION FRACTION (CM) (CM) (CM) ',

3 ' NUMBER NUMBER PER RADIAN',/,

4 FIO.5,FI2.5,FB.&,F9.4,F8.4,1P,2E9. I,E11,_//)

FORMAT(' ROTATION RATE CHOICE:',/,

I ' (]MAX OMIN PHI DELTA

'ROTATION RATE ',/,

3 ' I/SEC I/SEC

I 'IISEC RPM ',/,

5 FT.3,F9.6,3F9.5,2F9.&,//)

AREA ',

FRACTION ',

WRITE (0,') 'ENTER N IF YOU DO NOT WANT A PLOT'

READ (O,'(AI)') CNO

IF (CNO.EQ.'N') GO TO 33

CALL CPLOT (TIMH,ADIAM,RPM,BRAD,DRHO,VISCOS

I ,ARERAT,XSPIRAL,BRADIUS,SRADIUS

I ,OMAX,OMIN,OMOPT,FOPT)

GO TO 33

IT KEEPS SOLICITING A NEW CASE, AND STOPS ON A NEIATIVE TIMH VALUE

END

--27--
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Friday, January 11, 1991 4:24 pm Page 1

#include "graphic.h"

/*

/* Will include all necessary include files "/

CALL CPLOT (TIMH,ADIAM,RPM,SRAD,DRHO,VISCOS,ARERAT

I ,XSP[RAL,BRADIUS,SRADIUS

I ,OMAX,3MIN,OMOPT,FOPT)

vc_o cplot (float tirm, float adiam, float rpm, float brao, float drho, float 'v{scss,
float arerat, float xspira[, float braaius, fLcat sradius,

float omax, float omin, float omopt, float fopt )

{

t*

-/

/t

-/

declarations

float brads,xs,bra,sra,rgrowth;

int i,nxdiv,nydiv,npts;

char buffer[99];

float om[301], y[301], z[301], w[30t];

float ymin, ymax, ystep, omaxd;

first plot

if (abs(xspiral)<brad)

{

/* CONVERT TO RADIUS 2.3 INCHES */

xs=(2.3/brad)*xspiraL;

bra=(2.3/brad)*bradius;

sra=(2.3/brad)*sradius;

brads=2.3;

startplot(7); /" initializes each plot and sets the background color */

/* 0-7 are black, blue, green, cyan; red, magenta, brown, white */

font(3,"simplex.fnt",'\310',"triplex.fnt",'\311',"complex.fnt",'\312 '

,,,,,,,,);

/* loads your chosen fonts */

rotate(O);

page(9.,6.855);

setscale(O);

/" sets the output page size "/

/* this is the same aspect ratio as 4095 by 3119 */

/* cross(1); crossed axes if either axis goes through zero */

/* area2d(8.0,5.5); sets the area of the plot (drawing page) */

color(2); /* Green "/

box();

color(5); /* sets color to magenta */

tmargin(.15);

ctline("\311ROTARY REACTOR CROSS SECTION",.31); /* titles plot */

color(4); /* sets color to red "/

dashf(1);

circle(2.T+O.,2.7*O.,brads,O.,6.3);

dashf(9);

circle(2.T+xs,2.T+O.,bra,O.,6.3);

circle(2.T+xs,2.7+O.,sra,O.,6.3);

color(2); /* Green "/

dateit('\310');

page(3.2,4.6);

pgshift(5.4,.4);

linesp(1.8);

setscale(1);

box();
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lmargin(.2);

tmargin(.O);

ctLine("\311DATA",.7);

tmargin(1.5);

sprintf(buffer,"°_.!f",timh);

rtline(buffer,.45);

sprintf(buffer,"1_.:f",aaiam);

rtline(buffer,.45);

sprintf(buffer,"Y_.if",rpm);

rtline(buffer,.45);

sprintf(buffer,"Y_.If",brad);

rtline(buffer,.45);

sprintf(buffer,"Y_.3f",drho);

rtline(buffer,.45);

sprintf(buffer,"_.&f",viscos);

rtline(buffer,.45);

tmargin(1.5);

ltline("Hours",.45);

Itline("Microns",.45);

Ittine("RPM",.45);

itline("Reactor Radius",.45);

Itline("Density Excess",.45);

Itline("Viscosity",.L5);

tmargin(7.O);

ctline("\311RESULTS",.Z);

tmargin(8.5);

sprintf(buffer,"Y_.4f",arerat);

rtline(buffer,.45);

sprintf(buffer,"Y_.4f",xspiral);

rtline(buffer,.45);

if (drho>O.) rgrowth=bradius/sradius;

else rgrowth=sradius/bradius;

sprintf(buffer,"S&B.4f",rgrowth);

rtline(buffer,.45);

tmargin(8.5);

Itline("Area Fraction",.45);

ltline("Spira[ Offset",.45);

lttine("Radius Growth",.45);

endplot();

)

/" END OF IF BLOCK ON XSPIRAL TEST. START OPTIMIZATION PLOT "/

startplot(7); /* initializes each plot and sets the background color "/

/* 0-7 are black, blue, green, cyan; red, rr_genta, brown, white */

font(3,,'simplex.fnt",'\310',"triplex.fnt",'\311',"¢omplex.fnt",'\312'

,,,,,,,,);

rotate(90);

page(6.855,9.);

setsca[e(O);

color(2);

box();

color(5);

tmargin(.12);
ctline("\311ROTATION RATE OPTIM[ZATION",.25i;

/* loacs your chosen fonts */

/* sets the output page size "/

/* this is the same aspect ratio as 4095 by 3119 */

/" Green */

/" sets color to magenta "/

/" titles plot */
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color(&);

dateit('\310');

ymin=O.;

ymax=1;

ystep=.2;

page(6.855,5.5);

pgsn_ft(O.,2.7);

areaZa(5.855,_.O);

color(10);

gr_a(1);

fgrid(2,2,2);

frame(l,1);

cross(O);

fntchg('\310');

omaxd=ma×(2"omax,5"omin);

for(_=O; i<=300; i÷+){

om[i]=omin*exp(tog(omaxd/om_n)'i/300.);

y[i] =1-omin/om[i] ;

z [j]=exp( -(ore[1]/omax)*(om [i]/omax) );

w[i]=y[i]'z[i] ;

)

npts=301;

xlog(omin,omaxd,"%-1.1fl',ymin,ystep,ymax);

color(t1);

xname("\310RPM");

yname("\310Radius Ratios");

color(10);

curve(om, y, npts, 0);

color(14);

curve(om, z, npts, 0);

color(12);

curve(o m, w, npts, 0);

" sets color to red "/

/" _ets the output page size "/

/* Ptot diminisions "/

/" Black gria "I

/- aottea Line grid "/

/" Sum(Jivide the p.ct with tick marks only "/

/* Draw _ frame arour_ the plot "/

/" Do not cross axes "/

/" Charge fonts for axes labels "/

/" Make vectors to plot "/

/* Size of the x _ y vectors */

/" Manual scaled om-axis "/

/" om-axis name */

/" Y-axis name "/

/* Dr_w curve with no symDols */

/* Draw second curve */

/" Draw third curve "/

page(3.2,2.2);

pgshift(.15,.15);

linesp(1.8);

box();

Imargin(.2);

tmargin(.O);

ctlJne("\311DATA",.20);

tmargin(.38);

sprintf(buffer,"_.If",timh);

rt[ine(buffer,.13);

sprintf(buffer,"%8.1f",adiam);

rt[ine(buffer,.13);

sprintf(buffer,"XJ].If",brad);

rtline(buffer,.13);

sprintf(buffer,"X_!].3f",drho);

rtline(buffer,.13);

sprintf(buffer,"%8.4f",viscos);

rtline(buffer,.13);

tmargin(.38);

ltline("Hours",.13);

ltline("Microns",.13);

Itline("Reactor Radius",.13);

Itline("Density Excess",.13);

ttline("Viscosity",.13);

page(3_2,2.2);

pgshift(3.5,.15);
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box();

lmargin(.2);

tmargin(.O);

ctline("\311RESULTS",.20);

tmargin(.38);

sprintf(buffer,"_8.3f",omin);

rtline(buffer,.13);

sprintf(buffer,"_8.3f",omax);

rttine(buffer,.13);

sprintf(buffer,""_8.3f",oraopt);

rtline(buffer,.13);

sprintf(buffer,"%8.3f",sqrt(fopt));

rtline(buffer,.13);

tmargin(.38);

Itline("Minimum RPM",.13);

ltline("Maximum RPM",.13);

[tline("Optimu_ RPM",.13);

Itline("Optimum Fraction",.13);

endplot();

scrt(); /" text mode for interactive stuff */

CPLOTO

Friday, January 11, 1991 &:25 pm

.C

I void cplo1: (float tim_, float adiam, float rl_, float brad, float drho, float viscos,float arerat, float xspiral, float bradius, float: sradius,

2 float omax, float omin, float omopt, float fopt )

3
4 (

5 )
6 void bgnplot (int mp, int isc, char * tkfile)

7 (
8 )

9

10 void stopplot ()

11 {

12 }

Page 1
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AP._K]LX D

PARTICLE ORBITS IN A ROTATTh_G LI,QUID

An earlier ve__sicn of the agp_ried report, with William Fcwlis as t_he

first author, was _dbmitted in early 1988 to Prof. Ow_n Phillips at Jchns

Hcpkins University, for publication in tlne Journal of Fluid Me<uhanics. A

favcrmble report was received from the two referees, with only minor

corrections required. Submission of a corrected versicn was delayed by the

increasing incapaciby of Dr. Fcwlis, who went on extended sick leave in the

of 1988, later took medical disability retirement, and died at the

beginning of 1989.

With t_he concurrence of Dale Kornfeld and of Dr. Rcbert S. Snyder

(supervisor of Dr. Fowlis at MSFC until his retirement) Dr. Rcbe__s of RAI

agre_J to become first author and to resubmit the paper. The new version
follows.

-32-



Rcbe__sAssociates, Inccrpcrat-_
380 West MmEieAvenue, Suite L-IA

Vie__la, VA 22!80-5616

_-____ Cr (703)356-6670

-= ..... r 10 1991

Prof. O.M. F_£i!iFs
Jcurrmi of Fluid Me_dn&nics

Sept. cf Ea_n and P!ar.e_-/ Sciences

The ichns HcpkLns University

Baitimcr__, HD 21218

Dear Pr.ofesscr Fhiiiips:

I _ncicse a revis_ manuscripz fsr cur paper "_r-_icle Orbits in a

Rotaring Liquid". I believe this revision satisfies all tlne c__nts bct_h of

referees A ari B.

Bill Few!is di_ in Dec_r_ser, !98S. He ,had be=_n Lncreasinqiy sick for

three_ years, with wlnat wins ultimately diagr.os_ as a form of Par]einscn's

disease. He stopped working in t_he _urmer of 1988.

Dale Kornfe!d and Dr. Rcbe._ S. Snyder (of Code ES76, MSFC, Tel.

205/544-7818 and 7805) have agr_ t_et I shcu!d be iden<ified as first

author, as reflected on the amended title page. Dr. Snyder is t/he contrac--_/r_

officer' s te<_hnical representative on my cc_y 's contracts, and is

Kornfe!d's supervisor. He was also Bill Fcwlis's supervisor unnii his deatln.

The original manuscript was lost f_cm the word-processor. You will

note that this manuscript is a photocopy, with the _hanges cat-and-pasted in.

I hope this is acceptable; it was easier than retyping the wtole thing would

have be__n. I do not have originals for the figures 1 and 2; so if you do mot

have them, please let me know andwe will get replacements to you.

I believe this revision satisfies all the camments and suggestions of

referees A arl B.

We have included the references r_ntioned by referee A, and one other

new reference. Also, we have corrected t.he Ekman number definition; we thank

him for pointing out this error.

With regard to the first paragraph of referee B, our process has be=_n

used to make large spherical latex mi _cr_spheres with quality and uniformity

approaching that of micrcgravity processing, as described in Section i, at the

bottom of page 3. And our analysis has be=_n used in setting the rotation rate

range for new rotating apparatus designs; we have expanded Sec___ion 5 slightly

to clarify this.



We have modified the paper in re_=gcnseto suggestions 2 and 3 of

referee_ B. With regard to suggestion !, eq_%uations (27) t_hrcugh (29) are

derived from equation (16), using the a_ro _ximation (24), as smat_d at t_he

bottcm of page ii.

Suggeszicn 4 is _er_ bv tlne _,_tcie of Sec_icn 4, where a srecific

optimization prsbi=_m is sciv_. We have rc__ifi_ the t_xt cn page 15 to

_nmhasize tha_ tlnis is done wir_hcut _m.-c (33) A " _ " _. s__gnr- ! differ=_nt

_ _,- differ=_n_ far tlne c_tLmuaacptimizaticn prcbi_m mighu have a s__g_u_: ars_er '

rormticn rate. There is no stric_ up__ iimit on the rotation rata; hu= C_e

faste_=_ the chamber spins, tlne more rapidly Cne particles ce_ntri_=dce cuW,_mrd to
t-he wmlls or inward t_mrds the axis.

We have add_ Fi_e 3, te c!ari<_" the optimization prcble_m soiv_ in

Sec-_ion 4. Ar_ we have added brief r_mar._cs on page 25 ccnce__nirm seconder l

flows driven by the _xcess d_izy diszribution due to variations Ln tlne

particle concentration.

We thank the referees for their work.

I apologize for the delay in re_rring this paper. This shculd have

been done mu_h more quickly after Bill's death.

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Glyn O. Roberts
President
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Gl'_, O. Rche__-_s

Rcbe__s Assccianas, Im.corpcrated

380 West Mmple Avenue, Suite L-LA

Vie_n_re, SEA 221S0-5616

ar_

Dale M. Kcrnfeld

and

William W. Fcwlis 1

Space Science Laboratory, Code ES76

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alab_ma 35812

i
Dr. Fowlis died in December, 1988



Abs _-__t

Moncdisoerse late.< mi:rcscher__s rangi.-._ in --:--- :rcm

submicrcme-er t_ seve-_i mi ........ : ..................... p,__-=_:-

in the labcratzrv. The unif_rmi=y c- dia-_z_r is im=Drtant :_-___

instrument., ca'ibr_cn_-_, and _---=-.... a--':catisns. Hew'err- {_ '-_-.,__

_'0_ very d: ==:-',_t t3 m---,'-actu -= .......-__ ,-'_'an =_

"_" { .... " =-= diamet -- _ .... , abcutmon__spers= late: " " =m____s_n___s W'_ZA = than

3 micrometers due to bucyanc'y and ,___,,,_.,,_-----'"-=-_ti_..^_=_ff_ct-=_. <_-..an

attempt to eliminate these effects "[ASA sccnscr =; = =-_ace Shuttle

experiment called the :4onod "--_ Late:< '_:LR) "=_rse ReazZ=r to DrDcuce

these monodisperse microspheres in i=-rger sizes in microcravitv.

Results have been highly successful.

Using technology gained from this space exme-'ment, a

ground-based rotating latex r =_a___--......:as been -'=_-:'=-=d-__--__in an

attempt to minimize se_{men_= _{...... on w'_-hout using .-..icrcgravity.

The entire reactor cylinder is rcta-ed abcut a hc_-izonta! axis to

keep the particles in suspension.

..v OU_"rf



Abs t :"act co n ,-. : ,qued _

For a large _otat[on rate, tZe part_2!es sci:a[ outwa:ds or

inwa_'ds too fa_t. whi :e fDc a smali rota_ion rate. the displace:nan:

of tse orbit cenner from the rata<ion axis is excessive in relation

to the reactor radius. We dete=mlne the rotation rate which

maximizes the fraction of the reactor crass section area which

contains particles which will not spiral cut to the wal I in the

experimental time (for heavy pa_tlcles), or which have spiral led in

without hitting the wall (for l igh: partlcles). Typical [y, the rate

i_ close to I rpm, and design rotation rate ranges should span this

value.
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I. INTRODUCT!ON

There is a need for mi:-oscscic soherica! :arn:-_=_ of an

extremely uniform (mcnciis_erse_, __i: =_. These _arc _-'=_, ca_lei

m=.__s_n___=,'--4-- ........ .......usei as sai:-_=_i_n standarfs fsr c_< :-:_ an!

1
for _ _ _ _: ti_

=-'" partiz!es ranged in =:_= from _"_ : ........ cThese e_..] - ~ ........... =_=_

s ...... 7 micrometers (um) in diamet_r Or__ the years as i=--=-

_o_-,=_--ne_. microssher_s w'=_=.... _resare _ , a major di ==: .... :v_ _..{-

the _ manufacture was _..=_ amounts cf coa_u!um _r-: ....._ =_wayz

b

incre=sed alon G -:_" " " " _-_- ___n s_ze, g_v_ng .....:_ere coagulum Lnstead o:

particles in the size range greater than about !3 '=m. =..tempts to

adiust the ; -; = latex recne ....stry o the tD duce csaculum us'_a _ _v

result=___- in the .production of a non-monodismerse, latex,

2
contaminated with particles ef other sizes.

The main cause of these Drob!ems was buoyanc'] and

sedimentation e=:ects. Durin G the early stages cf a seeded

emulsion po!yme_zatz_-._ ".... reaction u=ing standard _=-_.... n=_ues:_' and

e_uiDment_. , the large monomer-swo!_=n .... latex seed .Dartic!es tend to

rise to the surface of the mixture (cream) because the average

density of the particles is less than that of the water medium in

which they are suspended. During the later stages of the

polymerization, the growing seed particles become heavier as more

lower-density monomer is converted to higher-density polymer, and

they settle to the bottom of the reactor. As the particles are

grown to sizes larger than about 2 um (at which size they show

ORIGINAL PA_ IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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' "h= ra-_=_ of creamln_ ant sea-±in@cnly little Brownian men,on, _.....

become so raoid _; _ is ............ _ . ........ in_,,a_ it ..... _:"-'= -- k ==" ""-" -at _;'-_=<

•'_-=_'_ : _ --=-_" " --:-_'= cr D_-s_-e[" - ...... = sti--=rs

wi __'%- resor-inc ts e:{..... :..... -:----: _. _-==. --= -_winc

-a--;_._s are soft and s:{c'< ', and :..... :: .... -: =-: --: .... -_

causes more violent _ar:is!e-=artisie _-cilisisn- _, resulzinc _n

f<_cu]ation. _,=:nce ____-:_tin___ "_= zarti=i =_ at -i -= h:-"=,. =_cu -'_

to _revezt -rea.T.iz_ or s _ :-_ a_= ......

d:fferent method of a{itaticn had tz be dove!c- _-_,_ "- produce

these large_-s:-= monoa__sperse !ate: m .... :___s " .

se!ution was to put the par-_c:_s - an env__r=n-_.-.n __n which ,no

stirring was needed at all.

Because this difficu!tv in prc/ucing usable zu=-ntities of

.... _ .... _ " "= -teeter thanmonodismerse Do!vstv-=-= latex Dar<'_c:_s in s::es _

..... v-, so _=_ ---= .... h effortabout 3 _m is gravity _=],_ed, hA_-.-,spot ._ a

to eeterm__ne whether or not :" woull be mossih = _ manu=a .....

_n_m in the microcravi:v .... :_--_=-- sma .

__ _= hi=-hly -- " 'This effort resui-=d in .... success :.:cnodisperse

L___x Reactor (_irm_.._..,S_ace Process .... E×merimen_, w.-.:sh has now'

mq ,-m Ce _-been flown into Earth orbit on ____ ssa shu_ti_ missions. _,'inh

Dr. John W. Vanderhoff of Lehigh University as the princioa!

investigator, this MLR experiment has successfully oroduced

large-particle monodisoerse polystyrene latexes up to 30 _m in

diameter with coefficients of variation of less th-an 2 percent. 3

The I0 _m and 30 _m microspheres manufactured aboard the

Space Shuttle are currently being marketed by the U. S. National

Bureau of Standards as Standard R==......... nc_ Ma_=-'=_-_ (SRM) #1960

2



and SR>_. #1961 resse_"ive:v___ . These are th=v fi_-t-= mroducts ever

-- -_ ..... _ in _- c = _ b _ zs:r..erzia=!y .-=-._.... on E .... -',,-.nu_ac ....... a .... " _ -'_"='-=_ a_t. _ _ 5

During the ceurse of the s_ase experiments, cne c: the

authors (D _.K. w'hc is a'__=c ...-__-........ =_ti:a-sr w:-h D_

_.,ee ......... - ........ _-zeosed that, am u=~_ ._ __:_

su=_o ..... _ g,suns-ha< =,____-__=s£_rch -'-__.._sa.-e s ==:=':___.......---"_s'cn

-_',zm=-:zation _-=.-_-== ...... --''- -----g u :=_ in ssaze a_so _=

=sted in a I-' _''= _-1' _: -: ;_ ....... := •__ =m_._ .... rots nG-z"__n ...... c ....... then

desicne__ _ and fabr ;--_=_- _ a ___=_sti'7-._= Rotary. Reactor (Fizure_ _l) to

minimize gravitational settling cn Ea -_'_ #or the growing latex

sartic!es.

.... :--' '"-=_z=_ion reactor .In this apparatus a CV_lncr_ _:= .Do-= .........

.... is with terchamber is rotated about its boris ...._-! ax . in awa

bath The Rotary R==ctor _ "• . __ =s desi.-ned_ to ma'_n_ain uni =___.m_ty{ in

particle concentration and "=._mo-_--............ _r9==__''l= with minimal cr no

s_irring The Dart{c_s are kept in susoension only _"_,,_h the

rotation of the reactor, the s_ow_ __.a__on of the en_-=.... chamber

during polymerization helps to prevent the growing particles from

either creaming or settling• Once steady rotation of the seed

latex mixture is achieved in tn'-s asDaratus, tn___ is no

agitation to cause the violent sartic!e collisions that result in

f!occu!ation.

It has already been established experimentally that large-

size latex particles up to !00 um diameter can be successfully

suspended and po!ymerized at low reactor rotation rates.

Particles manufactured thus far in this prototype reactor have

exhibited coefficients of variation inferior to those produced in

O._C'_'_ "_" _"r_.-'_,-"
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th= <oac = Shutti=, but :_ {s =xoected t',,=L latex cua!itv w -_

{.... latex =-{_es -r_ o_n:m:ced for this ....._..._ov_ as _ = = " " _z__ reactor an/

• ;-_, rotation _:_=_ = =-_=--:-=_ =-_ each Dart:-<0 s:-= =-=CD r...L._-'I_ ar_ _.: .............. _ ..........

late:< regime.

As mentioned ==-':=-, -'-= _=-:::v cf the _-=== ......

g-_-rzlc:es increases w-:h time,

.... :__] s:.zr=n_...............mcncme _ ".... -= -:_:he-_ 2ensi-_v_ :cls_ rene

_ " t%_ _-owinc mar-:''_< ::fer-_c a co -- :---=_<e :-p_,-_.mer, so .._ __ _ . --- _ ........

density throughout toe course of -he reaction ":::_ ='__

rotat__ng {n thls manner _._e _artic'- =< are strsnc!v infi_=n -=; by

viscous drag and tend to --_---= wi:h the fluid medium. The _-

motion -=_ative to the rote _'-_ {_":_ is d_=rmi_=d by = ba!ar. -=

of their gravitational and centrif:za! forces with the viscous

_ . . __ G_._ncs on _' dens: _"drag, and the sign of the _u _ .... : .... "_ "

di-'-'=_=nce between the Dartic!es a=d the fluid.

At higher rotation rates, more dense particles will tend to

be centrifuged outward and depos:-=d on the cylinder wall of the

• . t _ w{ll be cent -{ =uc=d inwardsRotary Reactor Less dense sat i-los .....

_ = axis. A lower limit on theand will form a mass near _n_

rotation rate is determined by the time it takes the particles to

fall through (or rise through) a distance close to the radius of

the reactor cylinder. Clear!E there is an optimization problem

for the rotation rate.

In this paper the particle orbits in the Rotary Reactor are

determined, and the optimization problem is solved with the

assumption that the particle density and radius remain fixed•

Section 2 contains the formulation and solution of the particle

OR_C_tt"iAL PAGE IS
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orbit problem and Se_._on _ contains the formulation and solution

of the rotation rate ootimization problem. In Section 3 the

principal conclusions are stated.



2. FORMULATIONAND SOLUTIGN CF THE PROBLEM FOR PARTICLE ORBITS

Basic mechanisms for the suspension of heavy particles in a

rotating cv!inder of fluid were discussed by Otto and Lorenz 6- ,

but a formal solution was net cbta :-=_ A more como'=_= stud'., -:

._ 7 but thethe oarticl= orbit problem was presented by Schatz,

centrifugal buoyancy was not handled correctly. Related studies by

Dill and Brenner 8 by Nadim Cox and Brenner 9 by Aoki, Shirane
, _ ! l I

Tokimot3 and Nakagawi I0, and by Annama!ai and Cole II, addressed par=s

of the problem. In their later work, Annama!ai and Coi =12_ obtained

an orbit solution essentially equivalent to ours, in the context of

bubbles. None of these references analyzed the optimization problem

studied here.

In this section the

particle orbit problem is cot .... !y so!red. The ambient fluid is

taken to be in solid-body rotat!cn a_o_ the horizonta_ z axis

through the origin (see Figure 2) with rotation rate _. Then the

fluid flow in the (x,y) plane is g:ven by

u = n x x = (-cy, nx) . (I)

The corresponding pressure distribution is

. . + p (_ n2 2D = o o f r - gy) , (2)

where Po is a constant, _f is the fluid density and r 2 is

x 2 + y2, so that r is the cylindrical radius coordinate. The

gradient of this pressure balances the gravitational and

centrifugal forces on the fluid.

The vector equation of motion for a spherical particle of

radius a, density pp, volume V, and mass M at position x is



. (3)
MX = -MCV + P + D ,

._u_d on ' = Dar_c_e havewhere the stress forces ..... =" _ .e ...... a by the =_ 4 Zn _ "

been separated into a pressu _= _ = Panc a drag force D

The pressure force is defined as

where p is the fluid pressu -= g_ve.-._ by. ecuaticn_ :4,,_,,ab__, and

the integrat "--=_,is ovum__ t'_=_._Da --_-_=~_____surface. Using Gauss'

theorem,

g_n2y?__ = 0fv(-._-x, ). (:)

The g term is the familiar Archimedes buoyancy force. The _-
[

term is the corresponding inward pressure gradient which wcu!d

cancel the centrifugal acre!oration of the liquid which the

particle has displaced. This term, was apparently omitted by

Schatz 7 .

The drag force is written using the Stokes slow-flow

approximation. In this viscous limit

!

D = - 6_,_a(x - n x x) (6)

where n is the fluid viscosity. The drag force opposes the

motion of the particle relative to the fluid. The approximation

requires that the Reynolds number and the Taylo2 number be much

smaller than unity, where

7



Re = o=aV..'_ t (7)

9

T._ = a=a-a,'q , (3)
.L.

!

and V is the relative motion of the ?-_'{.=___c'e(V = Ix - __ x xl).

- r ..... _n-_ co_Do_e:tsCombininc these ex_ essicns, "_ two .... :vial

of the equation of motion can be wr--ten as

,, , _= _2 xx + cx + _ + c_qy = 0 ,

Dp

(9)

" ' Pf n2 _0 (!0)y + cy +- y - cex - g ,
D? _p

where the drag constant,

9n (ii)
c- 2'

2aa
P

is the rate at which motion decays _ ", ,.,_ougn drag forces alone an_

A_ = pp - pf. The term on the right hand side of equation (I0)

arises from the particle weight less the Archimedes buoyancy

force. The _2 terms on the left hand sides of the equations (9)

and (I0) arise from the centrifugal pressure term in equation

(53.

The coupled x and y equations can be solved conveniently by

introducing the complex variable

w = x + iy. (12)

8



Mu!-_iplying ecuation (!0) by i and adding ecuati _- (9) gives the

complex, second-order, linear ecuation

. I _: _ ,%0
w + cw + (__t _- _ i:._._._.= _ i

_p _p

The gener] _ so!u=icn cf equation (!3) is the sum ef a

w : w° + A 1 exp(mlt) + A 2 exp(m2t). _-.)

For this problem the part{-,"=< {-tegra! is the rcnstant

w o = xo + iy o -

t

4=_ (l + i _ __)-I. (_:)--
_pC_ _p c

The real and imagina<_ parts represent the equi_-:um position

of the particle in the x-y plane. The comp!ex constants m I and

m 2 are the loots of the quafratic auxiliary equaticn

+ cm + n2 - ic.)" = 0.

Pp
(16)

The complex constants A 1 and A2 are determined by Zhe initial

values w(0] and w(0) at time zero, using the e_ at_ iOnS

A 1 + A 2 = w(0) - wO , (17)

I

mlA I + m2A 2 = w(0). (18)

9



These simultaneous ecuations can be easily solved for A1 and A2.

The general solution (14) represents the superposition of

two s_ira! motions about _ = . ._n_ equi!ibrlum Dcsit__cn (Xo, yo)

Consider the one solution

(!9)

where

A1 = _exp(is) , (2O)

m I = mr + im i (21)
I

H___'=_=a is the pcsi_:ve" amD!itude, of A I and S is its phase, while

m r and m i are the real and imaginary part of m I. The real and

imaginary parts of w are

m t
r

X = _ e
cos(mit + e) , (22)

m t

y = = e r sin(mit + e). {23)

m t
The instantaneous scira! radius is = e r. , and grows or decays

exponentially depending on the sign of m r . The phase angle mit

+ 8 determines the direction of the vector displacement (x,y) in

the x-y plane.

We now use the inequality

i0



P. << c. (_*

-_ -3
Note that for n I 0 - _m "-- ==_ _ I ---/ _ a ~ !0 cm

-i
i__.__smcnding_ u___ a diamet---__ :f 22 urn), c is _..-= x !0-" ses .

Thus even fgr mu -_ _----=_ -=:: : --Ls =<:":m: _ sn is va_z: :st

very wide range cf :rnc-isal --is::-" r]: =<

Us:no_ this am_rsxima-i=n,__ the =_:-_-...._' _..-=-_--_:_,,'____)is at

W 0 = X 0 + lV 0

2
cA: 2ca Aa

_ca 9n_
P

, (25)

so that the soira!s are centered about a po_n_ cn the x-axis,

diso_ac=d hori -- _ At this ._c_nt_ _ _ ._n_= _::v" from --= =x:s of rot -_:-"

the drag force balances the net weight. Naturally, this point

must be inside the rotatinc react--r, since if the point is

outside or on the rotating reactor wall all the particle orbits

will strike the wall. Thas nuts a lower limit on _q ;

n > n _ cI:or _ 2ca:i:_l ('_6)
man bCap 9_s

Wh _ _ I-r_ b is the radius of the rotating reactor For

- 0 1 g ~ l03 c=/se: 2. , , b - 3.0 cm and the above value

is 7.4x!0 -4 sec -I cf. Table 2.
_or c, _min

Using the assumption (24), the two roots of the quadratic

equation (16) can be approximated as

m I = i_ + d , (27)

!1
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m 2 = -c - in , (2S)

w ..... the growth or decay rate for th = -'_rst smi ---_ , In =_uation

(=7), is

which is tea _. and much less than _. [{ote that for the s__ond=_

spiral, the real part is c, so that the radius "= .... =

exoonentia!!y on the very short drag time scale, !/c. Thus the

second spi-=1 solution becc=es neg_{-ib!y small in a =__ drag

time sca!=s,_ for any. _=:_s-:c initial_ _n_=tlcn=-__" " _. The full

I

g=n=_a I solution th=r_fore can be aooro:<!mated as

x = xo + =e dt cos(_t + e) , (30)

dt
y : =e sin(_t + e) , (3!)

where _ and e are determined by the initial displacement from the

center of the spiral.

Note that the radius of the displaement from the spiral

center is ce dt, where d is much less than _ and has the sign

of A_. The rotation rate of the spiral is _, so the particle

rotates about the center of the spiral at the same rate as the

fluid rotates about the axis. The exponent for growth or decay

of the radius during _ the experimental time T is

12
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I D C
o

Whether As is posi-_ive oF necati:_-, we will n_-r--iil'; _-acuity_ that

the exoonent g is cf offer unit-" or less, for cther-.-se elcher

most of the particles scira! cu- to the boundary cf the reactor

or they soira! in until nheir c_-ncentration is e::-=--=_'ve. Thus

we require

H2 9 _ c< n- = p _ 9n

i I_ 2_, J • (3z)T,ax Ap : 2a a' ' o
1

For T = 10 5 _=_, or s_i_-'v larser than a ia", t_= ......

limit for _ us;ng the nr=,,ious assumotions is _ _ :=_-i

Physically, the spiralling in or out is caused by the

centrifugal force less the inwar! centrifugal Treasure force.

That is why it has the s:gn of s_. This forge is ba!ancei by the

drag force to determine the rate of snira!!inc 'nwards or

outwards.

By ezuating the lower and upper limits, (26) and (3_),

for R, we can obtain an approximate upper limit for the radius of

the particles for the rotating reactor to be useful,

6 = ( 9n 3 b 2
ama x 21A=I ] --g2T • (34)

f

Using n ~ 10 -2 gm/cm sec, Iaol =0.! gm/cc, b = 3 cm, g = 10 3

cm/sec 2 and T = 105 sec, as before, we obtain ama x as I _•_- x 10 -2

cm, corresponding to a diameter of 284 um.

further discussed in the following section.

This upper limit is

13



m _T4. OPTIMIZATION OF THE RO_A..LON RATE

___ =o_a ion _at_From the previous section, the chc_ o of the _ = =

invc!ves the following dimensisnless variables

_ o _ rain _ :=a-I'=_I (3_
D _ " 9DZE '

_3 2__ 0_ .q ? 2a . ±al_-

2 6 max

(36

3
Here we have introduced the dimens:3n!ess quantity _ ,

independent of the rota _;_ "-='-_ " - . ....._n .... , ant der'ved by _ relations

_3 = 2_{2

= 2(nmin/nma x)

6
= 2 (a/amax- )

= 2a6g2Tb-2 (2l&_I/gn) 3 . (37)

The defin{_ion using 93._ , and the factor 2, are for later

convenience.

The limit _min corresponds to the strict recuirement

< i, (38)

so that the spiral center is inside the rotating reactor. The

limit n
max

correspnds to the loose requirement

14
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: < ! ,
(]9)

so that the centr__ue=, spirallinc is no_ excessive cur'_ng the

Der4 _ - _. The radius chances by a factor e- durin_ _::s time

An cD_imi=a=isn ---_' ..... _= :==:-=_ :_- _--'_ =ions of :he

se_.:_n area for which :ar:i:ies starting _ .... will nc

hit the _==_sr w_l in _w= .... :--=-val T For neca'ive __-,

the _ -_" "es .... _ F __Da._ic: smite! inwards, =-_ we maximi=e the fraction -=

the reactor cr_ss section area son-_a :_:_ sart{s<=s which have

not hit the .=i_ in _= pr .... ::n_ -:-= ;_=_--a] - T ;................ _ _ :. _s much

mo _= than a rot=ti_n period, and _: _="= 10 5........ __n as sec (or 27.8

hours) for our examcles. None __ha- thi_ anaI/si_ .makes no use e: tie

_ese inea_-a'. _.-v <37'.

th " : :"=_ is a c____= w its cen __n bo cases, tn = area nvo _-l ith

at the spiral cent =- The d=s_=nce from the spi _=_ c=n _=_ to _.:=

cylinder wall is (b-[Xo!). The radius of the circle is

(4O)

The f_acti3n F is the retie o: the a_ea of this citc|e (the

smaI lest citcI_ .....in Fi,_ut= 3 _ to the cylinder cross _=,_ion_ a_ea ( _he

lat_est circle Thus

2

_r F 2 -2_
F - - (i - _) e

_rb 2

= (I- 6) 2 exp (- _3/_2) .

15
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• 3 .
in this last expression for F, _ remains ccnstar. _ wni!e _. and {

-_ is mar,::-'-=A '_', _:=:------''_--:-_ with = _=.......... : .................. r_sce to _ anc

set:in_ the derivative :_ zero. He-.--

.3
0

• (42,=

This is a cubic equation in _, w:th a single so!union in the

allowed interval 0 < _ < !, for all _ssitive ¢ values.

Asmrt×{ _= _'_ic so _ or be obtai _=_ when ¢ {s_ma__ ana_,y_ _,_ions f 6 :_n .....

either very small or very !arTe; oth-:_-_'ise nume -:---" or graphi:_!

methods can be used, or 6 can be obtained usinc 7a:ie 1 as

described below.

Once the optimum 6 and F have been found, :^- = oarticu!ar

_ • 3
set of rotating reactor parameters de'=rm!ning the _ values

(37), the optimum rotation rate is ci';en by equation (35), in the

form

= _min/8 • (43)

Using equation (42), with the definitions (35) and (37), this can

be written as the alternative form

n = ns (I - 8)-1/3 , (44)

where

16



i/3

is independent of the particle size and density, and of the fluid

sec 2,properties. For our examD!e, with _c = 103 cm/ b = 3 cm, and

T = 105 sec, fls is 0.118 sec -I or 1.!32 rc_m. The expression (45)

is usefu I , because (i - _)-!/3 does n_t in-_=ase _:--:=icant _-,

from unity until 6 approaches uni=y.

n omax

For the easy case of v__Z=_'" sm ai_ 0, fimin

The approximate analytic solution is

is much less than

6 : ¢ t

= _/2 ,

F = 1 - 3¢ . (46)

The corresponding optimum rotation rate for small # is

= fls (I + #/3) , (47}

or approximately
S

The rotation rate is independent of the

w.&.pa__icle and fluid properties so long as they ensure that _ is

small.

The example introduced in the previous section leads to a

very small # value. Using those values,

17
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n
mln

= 7.4 x i0 -_ sec

max

-!
= 2.12 se: ,

3 2 -7
¢ = 2(_ : /2 ) = 2.44 x !0 ,

,L__n _.S. X

= 9 = 0.00625 ,

= 9/2 = 0.00312 ,

F = 1 - 39 = 0.9813 , (48)

The ootimum rotation rat= is ac^u_=_=!y civen by =_uation (47),

and is a!mest exactly _s" The spiral center is a_

Ix ol = b_ = 0.0!9 cm , (49)

which is an imperceptible displacement from the reactor axis.

On the other hand, the approximate solution for large 9 is

-3
6 = 1 - _

¢ = 93/2 ,

F = #-6 exp (-93) . (50)



This is the hard case of large particles, with emin much greater

than
max The ontimum.. S is cn±y_ s!i=htlv_ _ larger _'=_n_n .qm_n., and

the particles centrifuce_ so ._-_nid!v. that the fraction F is

exnonentia=!v " . sm=__,-_ and the Rotary. React3r is in ==:=_

useless.

For intermediate values _f %3, as given by ecuation (37),

the use of Table I may be preferable to solving the cuhi:

ecuation. (_),_. marti-u!ar!v_ . s=nce' F is insensi _{_=-.:-to _ nea _. the

optimum value. The table shows optimal values of _ snaced

uniformly from zero to one, winh the corresnonding values of

¢3 = 63/( 1 _ 6) ,

c = _3/262 ,

2 -2_
F = (I - 6) e ,

(i - _)-i/3 .

- _ to determineThe table can be used, with hand inte_oo!a_ion,

values for the other parameters, assuming an optimized rotation

rate, for any value of %3 (or of E or F).

To illustrate the application of Table I, cons.ce_ the

example given in the previous section for which the radius is

calculated using nma x = 9min" This gives in succession

19



a = amax
= 1.42 x !0 - cm,

max m!n

! 'B -I
=2 .q = 0 ! '_' -• _.-- SeC •

S

3
= 2 ,

= ¢3/2_2 = 1.63 ,

F = (! - _)- e:,:z (-2_:) = 0.0C'3 ,

fl = amin/_ = _s/(l - 6)1/3

-l

..... S9C

Here 6 is obtained _-- _3=_.m by interpo!at!on in the table, and

and F are then obtained from the f__--mu!as. The fraction F of the

particles not hi<ring the wall is unacceptably small, even at the

optimum rotation radius.

To determine the largest radius for which a fraction F of

0.5 can be obtained, we again look to the table, and obtain

approximately•

_ = 0.2 ,

¢3 = O, Ol .

2O



From equation (37),

( a/am_ X )
6 = _3/_ = (0.-___35) 6

which gives a radius limit cf 5.9 x 10 -3 cm (corresponding to a

diameter of 117 ,_m) for our example. The correspondinc ontimum

rotation rate is

= -i
ns/(! - 6) 1/3 0.1278 sec .

21



5. CONCLUSIONS

A rotary reactor is a cylinder of fluid rotating about its

horizontal axis in off =_ to k_=D Dart'_!es in su_-=_s:on Such a

reactor has been used to produce lar_er latex mizrcspheres in the

laboratory w'_hc _,_ =_o___l_ , .- _w:_n _=su!ts aocroaching those

ob=ained in space.

-n accu:_=__ so_ution for the path -s] _ "=__ . " __ow_. Dv a particle in a

_a_ing ._actor has been ob:ained. The path d=_=nds cn whether

the .Dart'ic±_=_ is heavi=r_ or lighter than the fluid. F__

counterclockwise rotation, a heavy particle spirals outwards

around a soira!_ c=n*=r__._ diso!aced, to the richt, cf _"=_n_ axis. A

light particle soira!s inwards around a center displaced to t._e

left. The spiral rotation rate is the same as the rotat!on rate

of the reactor. The relative change in the radius, for each

soiral rotation, is very small.

_=_ _ _=_ s__ac_m_n_ .n_ s-iral cen _=_=hv_i__=iy, th= horizon _-] di _l = =, _ of _ =

frcm the axis of rot=_{on___ is d=+=_-:ned.._._=by the condition that _'=_n_

net weight or buoyancy should balance the viscous drag from the

fluid flow past the particle. The spiralling outwards or inwards

is due to the centrifugal buoyancy (i.e. the centrifugal force on

the particle as compared with the centrifugal force on the fluid

it displaces).

There are two constraints on the rotation rate of the

reactor It must exceed the minimum value (26), to k==o the

spiral center inside __he reactor. And it must not be much larger

than the maximum value (33), since either too many particles hit

the reactor wall or the particle concentration becomes excessive

(for light particles spiralling inwards).



_o_......both cases, there is a na.... al oat_'. _m..={--_{._onors_b!em, to

choose the rota_'on.- r=t=_ _ t_ =aximize the fr_cticn of the r==c-__....

cr=ss section_ area w_..... con --_ _--_-= --. -.

so,__l out to _n_ _==-- "" "_= "al ime

have s='_=_1=d______ in without hi'-inc_ --=_ w=__-'_.

" - dete--: _= t "_-he cmtimi -='_- D-_h_ = was s -'''=_ to

optzmum rotation -=_= and the c3rre_::o.__ ns fraction value, f=r

any set of parameters. Remarkably, the cc.timum rotation r=_te is

independent of the pa~_zc!e and =_':_ p._s___ies,

particles, and increases only a li=-_ie as the particle size

increases.

Table 2 presents the parameter values for the three examples

used in the _=-_ "-__x_. The fluid oroDer=i=s, dens{tv d_--=_=nce

reactor diamete., and exo_im=-t =I _: =- __m_ are the same n each

case. Particle diameters in -:-- =_,.___om_ters of 20, 281, and 117 are

considered. The computed rotation r=-tes are presented in rpm

units for engineering convenience. _-he os_~mum rotation rate

maximized the success fraction F of the reactor cross section

area. The spiral center displacements (from the reactor axis)

are shown. The distance of each particle from the spiral center

changes by the ind" _= r_ca_d fact3r du ing the experimental time.

For the first column, the particle diameter was chosen as a

typical value of interest. The minimum rotation rate is much

less than the nominal maximum, and a high success fraction is

obtained, with a small spiral center displacement and a radius

change factor close to unity.
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In the second column, the _artiz!e diameter w_s chosen to

make the maximum and m:nimum rotation rates equal. The optimum

rotation rate is somewhat hicher, the spiral center is near the

_eactor wal I , the -_,_:"-- cWa--== by a ;actor of cv =_ -':"=, and

the success fraction is very s.ma'!.

For the third colu-n, the Dartiz!e diameter __s :hosen to

give a success =.... "on zf a ha!: The "=_ _ _- . otn__ Darl-.e-er va _ u_s

are shown.

The tim_ T in the <ac[e :s .'z _n! / apprcprian_= .-::- late:<

microsphere pr3cessin_. Note that the ,3pKimum re-_s_: __n rate given }z<:.

equation (_) and <__=" varies on[]/ with the one--hit! power .zf @ "--.

and is practical iv independent_ of the particle .-a.._iu£ and densit-/,

provided (37) is sma[ [. Thus the optimum rotation rz-e is close t_

_pm for late:< miccospheres, and i_ probably bet'.sen ._'.L mpm and IC

tyro f:_ a ve/_, wlze range _-; _[ _-rc{r3vl t7 simu! s- ia:_s.

Further work is recuired for a full application of this

ana!vsis, to the production of monodisperse !a__x_= -_cresoheres.

As described in Section I, the moncmer-swo!!en seed particles are

buoyant, in the ear!v, stares,_ and c_nv_rge-= on the spi_al_ center.

In the later stages , the particles shrink slightly and become

heavier than water, anl the spiral center crosses the axis. The

heavier particles centrifuge out as the polymerization approaches

completion.

The risk and extent of coacu_um formation ",,-;c_, _n__ this

process, and the = { -{d-v_a__ons from a monodisperse size distribution

due to variations in. the particle distribution, are unknown. It

can be expected that even if the particles collide near the

spiral center as they centrifuge in during the early stages, the

forces between the particles will be much smaller than for O_!(_[',_AL'FAGE



particles creamed to the top in a non-rotating reactor. This is

because the c_n_,_,uca!=_-'= _ acce!e-=_ions--- are extremely small. Thus

coagu!um formation might be minimal. In the late stages, as

martic!es -= _ifuge out and hi" the wall, there will be further

particle cc!!isions, with again the _cssibi!ity cf ocagu!um

formation or size dispersion.

:.... h=_ ;_=u= involves the he-:..nln_ of Dr=duction, and

the dvnam!cs and thermcdynamizs of raising the _=- =_ _'_= with

or without stirring. The stirring could also be continued into

the polymerization stage.

F[na! iv. we _ssumed that the sc :-bod7 rotati2m cf the f [uiz is

no5 disturbed by the presence cf the particles. However, recent

experiments by Kornfe]d show significant secondary flows driven by

concentration variations, for 0.9% su=pensions of 5C micron latex

particles, at rotation rates below I _pm. The dependence of this

phenomenon on concentration is _eak, while its dependence on rotation

rate is very abrupt: at l.a rpm there is no observable modification

from uniform rotation, while at 0.7 rpm the flow field and particle

distribution are total ly different. We plan further study of this

e_fect.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Ficure !. A prototype Rotary Reactory ts minimize gr =-vitationa!

se+t ' inc (or .......... :,'. : _ -_--=-'nc _ f3r the crow! ....

• iespart! -_ .

Schematic v"ew alsn@ the a:,is of s'ym-me-r? of the

Rota_] Reactor show"_ng the coorlinate s,:,.t_m used

pa_ti=ies a_ A a_,e _ta_i_3n3_3/, _upported a_ain_ graJi _.

hy the counterDlockwise or clockwise fi ]w. 0:he_ pagti zi es

move a_ound A in ci:cles, spi_aI I ing s] ]wi>, outward Q?

inward. PaPtiales in the crescent hit the wall on t_e

first cycle. Heavy particles initial ly between the

concentric circles spiFal out to hit the wa! I in time T.

Heavy particles in the inne_ circle spiral out to fil I the

outer circle. Light particles initially filling the outer

circle fill the inner ciccle after time T. In both cases

we choose the _otation rate to maximize the a_ea of the

inne_ ciecle.
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